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ABSTRACT 

A novel electrode system, custom amplifier design, and computerized data 

acquisition/analysis method for noninvasive His potential monitoring has been 

developed for use as a research tool. The theory and motivation responsible for this 

system design will be presented along with the actual design details and experimental 

results. Studies employing this experimental system have revealed distinct activity in 

the PR segment of the electrocardiogram (normally isoelectric with conventional ECG 

equipment) which corresponds to the activation of the Bundle of His. The 

noninvasively determined time interval between His excitation and the onset of 

ventricular activation (HV interval) in dogs was shown to be highly correlated with 

the simultaneously obtained interval on an intracardiac lead recording. Although a 

true His electrogram was not available for positive identification of the HV interval in 

our human study, previously published electrophysiologic data was used to gauge our 

results. The HV time that we recorded was reasonable, relative to published HV 

values in normal children of the same age group as our subject. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Cardiac Conduction System 

Coordinated cardiac activity is effected by a system composed of regions of 

specialized cardiac cells which propagate electrical excitation. Several areas of cells 

in the adult mammalian heart have the capability to spontaneously depolarize (i.e. 

they do not maintain a steady resting membrane potential). Since cardiac muscle cells 

form an electrical syncytium, as a result of gap junctions connecting adjacent cells, 

the area with the fastest inherent rhythm serves as the pacemaker for the entire heart. 

In the normal heart, myocardial excitation is initiated at the sinoatrial node (SA node). 

The SA node is located high in the right atrium, near the entrance of the superior 

vena cava. Cells of the SA node merge with other cells of the atrial myocardium, 

thereby allowing the excitation to spread in a wavelike manner across both atria. A 

fibrous layer of connective tissue insulates the electrically active atrial cells from the 

underlying ventricular myocardium. The only excitable tissue breaching this barrier 

is a region of neural tissue called the atrioventricular node (AV node). The AV node 

conducts the electrical excitation at a much slower rate then exhibited by the atria, in 

effect, providing a delay between atrial and ventricular depolarization which allows 

time for the mechanical pumping of blood from atria to ventricles. Another region of 

specialized cardiac cells known as the Bundle of His exits from the AV node. The 
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initial portion of the Bundle of His is referred to as the common bundle, which 

bifurcates into left and right bundle branches that descend down the interventricular 

septum as shown in Figure 1.1. The bundle branches further arborize within the 

ventricular myocardium into the smaller diameter Purkinje fibers. The structure of 

the His-Purkinje system causes ventricular excitation to begin at the interventricular 

septum and then spread to both ventricles simultaneously. This sequence of 

propagation produces a lifting, squeezing action by the ventricles, thus ejecting blood 

forcefully out of the heart. Additional information on the cardiac conduction system 

can be obtained in many physiology or electrocardiography textbooks. Human 

Physiology by Sherman et al.1 and Pediatric Elecrocardiography by Liebman et al.2 

provide in-depth treatments of this material. 

a t r  i  a  

r i  g h t  b u n d  I e  f c  

A V  n o d  

S A  n >  

common Bundle of His 

l e f t  b u n d l e  b r a n c h  

v e n t r  i  c I e s  

Figure 1.1 heart chambers and cardiac conduction system 
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1.2 Surface Electrocardiogram 

The heart can be considered a bioelectric generator. As the wave of cardiac 

cell depolarization spreads throughout the myocardium, time varying electric fields 

are established by the cardiac source. Since the heart is located within a volume 

conductor of finite conductivity, current flow fields are established throughout body 

tissues. These current fields link the electric field initiated at the heart to the potential 

measured at the body surface. Surface electrocardiography permits one to monitor 

certain cardiac events and their temporal relationships as a result of changes in the 

body's surface potential. The typical surface electrocardiogram (ECG) waveform is 

characterized by 3 major segments as shown in Figure 1.2. The P wave represents 

R 

Q 
S 

a t r i a l  d e p o l a r i z a t i o n  v e n t r i c u l a r  r e p o l a r i z a t i o n  

v e n t r i c u l a r  d e p o l a r i z a t i o n  

Figure 1.2 typical surface electrocardiogram showing major wave segments 
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atrial depolarization, the QRS complex corresponds to ventricular depolarization, and 

the T wave is due to ventricular repolarization. Standard electrode lead 

configurations and filtering requirements combined with appropriate amplification 

provide the clinical framework in which surface ECG recordings are interpreted. 

Information on surface electrocardiographic waveforms is also included in many 

introductory physiology texts.' 

1.3 His Potential-Significance and Detection 

Determination of the electrical activation of the His bundle in relation to the 

electrical activation of other cardiac structures is critical to the interpretation of the 

mechanism of complex arrhythmias. Designating His excitation as the H wave and 

the QRS complex as the V wave, we can represent the time intervals of importance 

by two letter abbreviations. These intervals are measured from the onset of one event 

to the onset of the other. Several distinct deflections or peaks may comprise the 

true His 

atrial ventricular 

PHintuv*lrr|to«rfr 

H V P 

Figure 1.3 intracardiac His bundle electrogram (HBE) showing PH and HV intervals 
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activity which we are calling His activity. Each portion of the His-Purkinje System 

may produce an observable deflection upon activation. We are not concerned with 

identifying the origin of individual potentials within the PR segment, but rather, with 

detecting the earliest activation of this specialized conduction system. The onset of 

His activity should correspond with activation of the Common Bundle of His (i.e. the 

time when the wave of depolarization exits the AV node). Figure 1.3 shows the time 

intervals of importance as they would be measured on an intracardiac His bundle 

electrogram (HBE). Measurement of the HV interval may be valuable in determining 

the need for pacing in patients with variable degrees of impairment of atrioventricular 

conduction. This information is useful for both assessment and determination of 

future prognosis. Variations in the PH and HV intervals can be used to track the 

clinical progress of patients with degenerative conditions, metabolic abnormalities, or 

cardiac infection. These intervals may also be used to determine the effects of drug 

treatment on cardiac activity. In addition, the detection of the His event in patients 

with abnormally rapid heart rates may help determine the mechanism of this 

arrhythmia. 

The His event is too small in magnitude to be detected using standard surface 

ECG techniques. Commercially available ECG equipment has typical gains, 

frequency responses, and noise levels which are not sufficient for observing His 

activity. Presently, the only reliable way to detect Bundle of His potentials is to 

insert an electrophysiologic catheter into the heart to realize a bipolar lead in the 

vicinity of the Bundle of His. With the aid of flouroscopy, a steerable catheter is 



positioned within the right atrium in immediate proximity to the Bundle of His. This 

location is accessed via the venous system. In this manner, deflections representing 

His activity can be readily observed. This invasive technique has the disadvantages 

that the patient is risking trauma to extremely vital tissues, infection, and even death. 

Because of the diagnostic usefulness of detecting Bundle of His potentials, our 

research focused on the development of a prototype system to implement a 

noninvasive means of monitoring this cardiac event. A description of the 

experimental lead configurations, custom-designed hardware, experimental protocol, 

and computerized data acquisition/analysis tools used in our research effort is 

presented in the subsequent chapters. 
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PREVIOUS NONINVASIVE HIS BUNDLE 
RECORDING STUDIES 

2.1 Overview 

Conventional surface electrocardiography does not have the capability to allow 

very low amplitude cardiac events, such as Bundle of His potentials, to be observed. 

As previously mentioned, invasive electrophysiological methods must usually be 

employed for accurate and repeatable measurement of His activity. The HV time 

interval is the particular information of clinical interest. As a reference, 

electrophysiologic data from a study by Campbell et al.3 reports HV intervals in 

newborns of 33 ± 9 ms. Intracardiac procedures have many profound disadvantages 

which have focused interest on the development of noninvasive means of His bundle 

electrogram recording. Since the signal of interest and unwanted electromagnetic noise 

are typically on the same order of magnitude, high amplification alone is not 

sufficient for observing His deflections. High amplification, combined with analog 

and digital filtering, signal averaging, noise shielding, and digital logic are the 

common tools which have been employed in previous studies. Although many 

research efforts regarding this task have been documented, brief descriptions and the 

results of only the most significant prior studies will be discussed in the following 

sections. 
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2.2 Noninvasive Study Using Signal Averaging 

In a study by Nathan et al.4, low-noise amplifiers, bandpass and 50 Hz notch 

filters (power-line frequency in Great Britain where study was performed), and signal 

averaging were used to enhance the signal of interest. Recordings were made using 

standard bipolar surface leads on 27 normal, nonsedated neonates. This study claims 

to have clearly distinguished His potentials in 92.6% of the subjects with predictable 

PH and HV time intervals. In summary: His deflections of 0.75-7.75 /aV (mean 2.5) 

were detected, PH intervals were 60-105 (mean 83) ms, and HV intervals were 10-25 

(mean 17) ms. Although this study produced distinct deflections within the PR 

Figure 2.1 typical recording of atrial, His, and ventricular deflections filtered at 100-
300 Hz and averaged over 512 cycles in neonatal study (by permission of Springer-
Verlag) 
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interval, a simultaneous true His was not recorded. The true His electrogram 

provides definite identification of the cardiac events of interest. In addition to the 

lack of true His comparison, the figures reported in this study are not in agreement 

with published intracardiac HV interval data.3 Figure 2.1 shows a typical recording 

from this study. 

2.3 Noninvasive Study Without Signal Averaging 

A study by Flowers et al.5 used an electrically and magnetically shielded room, 

internal 
mE 

Slirf«o«HP 

10uVL_ 
KXIlRWO $ 

Figure 2.2 surface Lead I, invasive HBE, aVr, aVl, VI, and surface His-Purkinje 
leads taken from a dog (by permission of the American Heart Association, Inc.) 
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multiple analog inputs from closely space surface electrodes, and precision notch 

filters tuned to the AC line frequency to combat ambient noise. High-gain linear 

amplification and logarithmic amplification were employed to enhance low-level 

signals, and a digital logic system was used to identify deflections as true signal or 

noise. Standard surface lead recordings, an internal His bundle electrogram, and a 

surface recording obtained via this His-Purkinje lead system from a dog are shown in 

Figure 2.2. The vertical lines in this figure and the next figure are cursors used to 

mark the onset of atrial, His, and ventricular activation for time interval calculations. 

Figures 2.3 shows simultaneous recordings of three surface leads and the His-

Purkinje lead system from a 26 year old woman. The cursor actually masks the sharp 

His deflection of the surface His-Purkinje trace. Although this system provides 

clearly distinguishable deflections during the PR interval which generally have good 

temporal correspondence to true His activation, the present system has several 

limitations. One important drawback is the limited success in recording His potentials 

outside the specially shielded room. This lack of portability is a serious limitation 

since it is desirable to be able to record in settings such as critical-care areas which 

will be significantly noisier. Another limitation has been the inability to identify 

which portion of the His-Purkinje system is the origin of recorded deflections. For 

example, late preventricular activity may represent early Purkinje excitation. 

Occasional recordings have had discrete deflections 10-25 ms before the onset of 

ventricular activity which may represent bundle branch activity. However, most early 

activity (i.e. 35-45 ms before ventricular activity) has been attributed to Common 
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Jjjmv 

•Vf 

Figure 2.3 standard surface Lead I, aVf, VI, and surface His-Purkinje lead 
recordings from a woman (by permission of the American Heart Association) 

Bundle of His origin. 

2.4 Esophageal Electrode Lead Studies 

The use of esophageal electrodes for proximity electrocardiographic leads was 

studied by Arzbaecher et al.6 One of the applications presented in this study is the 

use of a bipolar esophageal lead for recording of activity from the Bundle of His. 

Figure 2.4 is a drawing of the easily swallowed pill electrode used to implement the 

bipolar esophageal lead. After high amplification and bandpass filtering, the 
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Figure 2.4 gelatin encapsulated pill electrode 

esophageal recordings were signal averaged. Figure 2.5 shows a signal averaged 

surface ECG recording and two bipolar esophageal recordings made from a single 

subject. The esophageal traces were made from data filtered at two different 

frequency bands (30-300 Hz and 100-300 Hz). 

Although the bipolar esophageal lead proved to be less susceptible to myogenic 

noise and power line (60 Hz) interference than surface leads, baseline drift due to 

electrode motion in the esophagus is troublesome and may not be annihilated by signal 

averaging. Even though the closely-spaced bipolar lead has a highly localized 

receptive field and can be positioned at a level of the esophagus in close proximity to 

the Bundle of His, late atrial activity may still mask the presence of distinct His 

deflections. 

A later study by Berbari et al.7, compared bipolar surface, bipolar esophageal, 

and esophago-thoracic leads. As before, the pill electrode was used to implement the 
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Figure 2.5 signal averaged surface ECG (top) and two averaged bipolar esophageal 
recordings filtered at 30-300 Hz (upper) and 100-300 Hz (lower) (® 1979 IEEE) 

esophageal portion of the experimental lead configurations. All recordings were made 

with low noise battery powered instrumentation amplifiers and the maximum gain 

tolerable so as not to cause frequent analog to digital converter saturation. The 

signals were filtered using various low frequency cutoffs (1, 10, or 30 Hz) and an 

upper frequency cutoff of 300 Hz, before being sampled for later digital signal 

averaging. Although the esophageal lead systems are in closer proximity to the His 

bundle than thoracic surface leads, they failed to show reproducible His-Purkinje 

activity and had higher noise levels than bipolar surface leads. Figures 2.6, 2.7, and 

2.8 show sequentially obtained 100 beat averaged traces from a surface lead, bipolar 

esophageal lead, and esophago-thoracic lead, respectively. The recordings in Figures 
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2.7 and 2.8 do not compare to the standard of reproducibility demonstrated by the 

surface lead traces in Figure 2.6. This figure of merit was determined statistically by 

analysis of signal variance. After studying two subjects with the aid of fluoroscopy, 

it was apparent that the source of the higher noise levels on esophageal leads is due to 

esophageal electrode motion. The pill electrode was susceptible to peristaltic 

esophageal motility and cardiac motion. Electrode motion is not only responsible for 

the increased noise, but also caused the lack of reproducibility of potentials. 

Electrode motion induces baseline wander in signals and the lead will measure 

different potentials as a result of varying electrode position. Although corresponding 

events during each cardiac cycle still occur at the same relative times, varying 

elecrode position will produce inconsistent waveform characteristics for a given event. 

The effect of such contamination on the signal averaging process may result in 

distortion of the final averaged waveform (e.g. broad, blunted deflections instead of 

sharp, rapid deflections). Thus, a lack of fixed electrode location will significantly 

hinder the signal averaging process. 
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Figure 2.6 normal gain surface ECG (top) and three sequentially obtained 100 beat 
averages from bipolar surface lead filtered at 1-300 Hz (® 1986 IEEE) 

5UV 

SO mMO 
HPQLAR ESOPHAGEAL LEAD 

90-300HS. 

Figure 2.7 normal gain surface ECG (top) and three sequentially obtained 100 beat 
averages from bipolar esophageal lead filtered at 30-300 Hz (® 1986 IEEE) 
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Figure 2.8 normal gain surface ECG (top) and three sequentially obtained 100 beat 
averages from an esophago-thoracic lead filtered at 30-300 Hz (® 1986 IEEE) 
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CHAPTER 3 

CARDIAC LEAD THEORY 

3.1 Total Electrical Activity Vector 

An electrocardiographic lead refers to a pair of electrodes used to measure the 

time varying potential difference produced by cardiac sources. This potential is 

created by the wave of depolarization that advances in a coordinated manner 

throughout cardiac tissues. Such sources are assumed to be dipolar in nature and 

distributed over a surface or throughout a volume. Each cardiac muscle cell acts as a 

dipole source which depolarizes and then repolarizes during the cardiac cycle. One 

can assign an activity vector to each cell which represents the direction in which 

depolarization moves along the cell. The vectors of all depolarizing cells represent 

the advancing wave of cardiac excitation. One may define a total electrical activity 

vector as the sum of all the individual activity vectors of the cells in the heart. This 

single vector provides a convenient way to represent the wave of depolarization at any 

given time.8 

Due to the fact that the electrocardiography environment is a volume conductor 

with finite conductivity, current fields are created by cardiac potential sources. Thus 

the total electrical activity vector should be treated as a current dipole. This vector 

will be designated as P, where the bold print is used to indicate vector notation. 
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3.2 Electrostatic Basis for Surface Potential 

For a given pair of electrodes, the lead formed measures a signal which is 

proportional to the projection of the electrical activity vector on the vector defined by 

the bipolar lead.8 From calculus, the projection of a vector u on vector v (see Figure 

3.1 for geometry) is: 

proj a = i^v (3.1) 
llvll2 

Taking the magnitude of both sides of equation 3.1 we find an expression for the 

magnitude of the projection of u onto v: 

||projv«| = -l^i = ||u| |cos01 (3.2) 
llv| 

where 6 is the angle as indicated in Figure 3.1 and the dot, or inner product of u and 

v is defined as: 

«*v= l« | | | | v |  | cos0 |  (3 .3)  

Returning to electrostatics, the potential difference between two points r, and 

r2, each at a distance r from the dipole source P, is given by: 

(3.4) 
4tt or 

where a is the finite conductivity of a homogeneous volume conductor.8 

Letting R = r2 - rt and substituting an expression analogous to equation 3.3 for the 
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U 

pr o j u 
v 

Figure 3.1 vector projection geometry 

dot product of P and R in equation 3.2, we can express the potential of equation 3.4 

as: 

y_ |P||R|cose (3>5) 

4n ar3 

Rewriting this as: 

K=(-ML) (jp|cos0) (3.6) 
\4nar3) 

it is clear that the potential difference between two electrodes separated by a distance 

specified by R, and equidistant from the total electrical activity vector, P, is 

proportional to the instantaneous projection of activity vector P on lead vector R. 

The factor || P || cos0 in equation 3.6 is the magnitude of the projection of P on R, 

while the expression to its left depends on the distances of the electrodes from the 

cardiac source (electrical activity vector P) and the conductivity of the volume 

conductor (body), cr. In general, the electrodes will not be equidistant from the 
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cardiac source. This assumption greatly simplifies equation 3.6 without eliminating 

any of the parameters which determine the resultant potential measured by the given 

lead construction. For the actual case, where the medium is an inhomogeneous 

volume conductor with multiple finite conductivities, there will also be additional 

terms having similar form to equation 3.6. Each of these terms can enhance or 

degrade the potential given in equation 3.6.2 

3.3 Maximizing Potential Magnitude 

Regardless of whether we consider only a single term for the homogeneous 

medium case, or multiple terms for the inhomogeneous case, the potential measured 

by a lead will be dependent on the orientation of the total activity vector with respect 

to the vector defined by the lead configuration. This angle determines the amount of 

coupling that the chosen lead configuration has with the current field produced within 

the torso by the heart. Specifically, the potential measured by a pair of electrodes on 

the surface of a given body (i.e. for fixed anatomical distances and tissue 

c o n d u c t i v i t i e s )  w i l l  b e  d e p e n d e n t  o n  t h e  a n g l e  b e t w e e n  t h e  f o r e m e n t i o n e d  v e c t o r s ,  6 .  

Since this angle appears in equation 3.6 as the argument of a cosine function, 

it is clear that the greatest coupling, and therefore the largest potential, will occur 

when the vector defined by the lead is parallel to the total electrical activity vector 

(i.e. maximum value of cosine function = cos 0 = 1). Figure 3.2 illustrates this 

arrangement. The total electrical activity vector changes as a function of time. 

Therefore, in order to measure the greatest possible amplitude (assuming all other 
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Figure 3.2 lead vector, R, parallel to total activity vector, P 

parameters are fixed) for a given cardiac event, one should choose a lead which is 

parallel to the electrical activity vector at the time of the given event. 

3.4 His Potential Direction 

A three-dimensional coordinate system can be defined in which the x and y axes 

are in the frontal plane of the body and the z axis is perpendicular to the frontal 

plane. The positive y direction runs in a caudal to rostral fashion, while the positive 

x convention will be from right to left (refer to Figure 3.3). The direction of the 

advancing cardiac excitation as it traverses the His bundle is dictated by the 

anatomical orientation of this specialized conduction system. The central fibrous body 

of the common His bundle is usually aligned perpendicular to the frontal plane of the 
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Figure 3.3 coordinate axes and orthogonal reference planes 

body. With the reference directions indicated above, this activation has its largest 

vector component in the z direction and much smaller components in the x and y 

directions. 

Considering the direction of the wave of depolarization during His excitation 

and decay of the potential field with distance, it follows that a lead which is both 

parallel to the z axis and in closest proximity to the heart as possible would provide 

the most promising means of detecting the His potential from the body surface. 
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3.5 Z Axis Leads 

The most accessible location to construct a lead parallel to the z axis for 

noninvasive recording of His activity is the chest and back. One skin electrode could 

be placed at the level of the heart on both the anterior and posterior surfaces of the 

torso to form this lead. Although this lead has the proper theoretical orientation for 

optimally measuring a potential variation in the z direction (i.e. the lead is parallel to 

the z axis), the anatomical distances between the cardiac source and the electrode 

locations are too great to detect the minute His signal. 

A lead comprised of a chest skin electrode and an electrode in the esophagus at 

the level of the heart would still be oriented in the appropriate direction for optimally 

measuring the z component of the His potential, while approximately halving the 

distance between the recording points. The lumen of the esophagus is still considered 

the exterior of the body since the immune system is not trespassed. Thus, this 

electrode configuration is still within the realm of noninvasive recording, while 

minimizing the distance from the heart to the electrode locations. 
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INITIAL EXPERIMENTS AND 
PROTOTYPE DESIGN 

4.1 Experimental Leads 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the most probable means of successfully detecting 

the His potential should employ a bipolar lead which is parallel to the largest vector 

component of the total activity vector at the time that His excitation occurs. Since the 

main potential variation during His activation is in the direction of the z axis, it is 

desirable to construct a lead system which is perpendicular to the frontal plane of the 

body and is in closest proximity to the Bundle of His. Bipolar leads realized by 

esophageal and thoracic surface electrodes have such characteristics. In order to 

minimize motion artifact encountered in studies using the pill electrode, a semi-rigid 

electrophysiological (EP) catheter will be used to realize esophageal recording 

electrodes. Descriptions of the lead systems we used in an attempt to monitor His-

Purkinje activity during the PR segment follow. 

As shown in Figure 4.1, four platinum electrodes are available on the EP 

catheter to be used as esophageal recording electrodes. Any one of these electrodes 

can be used in conjunction with a surface electrode on the chest to form an esophago-

thoracic lead. In our experiments, the EP catheter was fastened to a larger Foley 

balloon catheter. The most distal platinum ring electrode was not directly exposed to 

the recording environment since it was covered by the tape used for securing the two 
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Figure 4.1 electrophysiological catheter (EP catheter) 

catheters together. As a result of this, we only used one of the three most proximal 

platinum rings as the esophageal recording electrode. 

Although the semi-rigid EP catheter is more stationery than the pill electrode, it 

still has similar limitations. The electrode used on the EP catheter will either be in 

contact with the anterior or posterior esophageal wall or it will reside entirely within 

the space of the esophageal lumen. In the case where the electrode is touching the 

smooth muscle of the esophagus, signal recordings will be contaminated by peristaltic 

waves travelling down the esophagus and possibly by increased myogenic noise 

regardless of which wall the electrode actually contacts. The mechanical waves 

propagating along the esophagus will result in electrode motion and intermittent 

contact between the esophageal wall and the electrode. For the case where the 
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electrode touches the posterior esophageal wall, there is the additional drawback tliat 

there is increased distance between the electrode and the heart. Respiration and 

peristaltic esophageal activity may result in intermittent contact between the recording 

electrode and the esophageal wall. If continuous esophageal/electrode contact is not 

maintained, artifact will pollute recordings. The air space between the catheter and 

esophageal wall acts as an extremely low-conductivity dielectric, thus preventing 

detection of the low-amplitude His potential. 

In order to circumvent the limitations of the above lead system, we have 

! figure 4.2 EP catheter "riding" on Foley balloon catheter (balloon deflated) 

devised an electrode apparatus which will always provide a continuous low resistance 

pathway between the esophageal wall and the recording electrode. The experimental 
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electrode set-up is pictured in Figure 4.2. Once the EP catheter electrodes have been 

lowered to the appropriate level within the esophagus, the balloon of the Foley 

catheter which the EP catheter "rides" on is inflated to occlude the esophagus. A 

column of saline is then injected into the lumen of the esophagus so that the desired 

number of electrodes is immersed in saline. Figure 4.3 illustrates the approximate 

positioning of our electrode apparatus. This salt bridge not only significantly reduces 

noise artifact, but also multiplies the effective area of the recording electrode. The 

larger recording area should provide an enhanced signal via its ability to integrate the 

potential over the surface which the saline contacts. 

For comparison, we also investigated the use of a bipolar esophageal lead for 

recording His activity. This lead is established simply by using two of the three 

available EP catheter electrodes located at a level of the esophagus in closest 

proximity to the His bundle. Theoretically, this lead should not perform as well as 

the z axis lead systems, since the lead bipole will be constructed perpendicular to the 

activity vector during His excitation. The bipolar esophageal lead will be most 

sensitive to the component of His activity in the y direction. As indicated previously, 

the assumed orientation of the normal mammalian heart should produce the greatest 

His potential variation in the z direction. 

4.2 Conventional Recording Equipment 

In our animal studies, three signals were monitored. A surface ECG was 

recorded initially for use as a timing reference, and in later studies, for signal 
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averaging purposes. The second channel of data was an invasive true His bundle 

electrogram. This channel allowed clear, distinct His potentials to be observed 

directly from the immediate neighborhood of the Bundle of His. This signal is 

therefore deemed the "true His". A third channel recorded the amplified potential 

measured by experimental lead configurations, or in the case of later studies, the 

Figure 4.3 pictorial view of catheter location within esophagus in an adult man 
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output of the noninvasive system for His detection. Chapter 6 contains a complete 

description of the specific methods used for the amplification, acquisition and analysis 

of the recorded data. 

Although the surface ECG and true His potentials are of great enough 

amplitude to be monitored by conventional biopotential amplifiers, the low-amplitude 

surface His potential required specially designed instrumentation for noninvasive 

detection of His activity. While the Grass Model P511 AC Preamplifiers available 

for this research are considered high quality-low noise biopotential amplifiers, they 

suffer from too much system noise, lack of electromagnetic shielding, and their 

susceptibility to 60 Hz interference due to its AC-line power supply. Specifically, the 

noise present in these instruments is specified at a 10-13 /xV input referenced level. 

Additionally, the Grass amplifiers have a less than desirable dynamic range at their 

outputs. Grass specifies a ± 10 V range, however, signal clipping actually occurs at 

± 7 to + 8 V depending on the individual amplifier. This reduced dynamic range 

causes frequent saturation to occur at the high gain needed for His amplification. The 

possibility of the amplifiers being in overload recovery when the His event occurs, in 

addition to the havoc introduced to the signal averaging procedure, are limitations 

created by this nonlinear complication. 

All three analog signal channels are recorded by a Macintosh II CX computer 

via a MacADIOS II analog to digital converter (ADC). The recorded data was both 

acquired and analyzed using custom-modified versions of the MacADIOS II software 

which accompanies the ADC hardware.9 
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4.3 Dog Study #1 

This experiment, as well as subsequent animal studies, was performed on a 

heavily sedated dog weighing approximately 20 kg. Greater detail on the clinical 

aspects of the experimental procedure will be given in Chapter 6. This preliminary 

study was intended to provide experience in obtaining experimental data and 

information to aid in determining several design specifications needed for construction 

of a prototype amplifier/filter system for elucidating His bundle activity. This study 

made recordings with surface ECG, true His, and experimental leads. For the 

purposes of this study, the Grass amplifiers were adequate for use on all three 

channels. The goal of this experiment was two-fold. First, it was necessary to 

determine the range of gain required for the prototype system to magnify the His 

signal to a usable voltage level (i.e. large enough to be accurately resolved by the 

ADC). The other objective of this study was to determine the relative cardiac sensing 

abilities of specific experimental lead configurations. 

To establish the range of gain needed, a rough estimate was sought to be used 

as the typical magnitude for the His deflection measured directly at the Bundle of His. 

Since the potential measured in the immediate vicinity of the His bundle is greater 

than the signal one could expect from any surface measurement, this figure 

determines the minimum gain needed to achieve the desired output level. A special 

catheter, similar to the previously described EP catheter, is used to erect a bipolar 

lead at the His bundle. This catheter can be steered into position with the aid of 

fluoroscopy. The catheter position is adjusted until the maximal His deflection is 
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obtained. This true His signal is recorded so that the digitized amplitude data can be 

converted to an equivalent voltage. This subject had a His magnitude of 

approximately 270 p.V. In general, a signal should be sufficiently amplified so that 

the resulting signal amplitude is at least of discernable size with respect to the full 

ADC range. It is reasonable to choose 0.5 V as the desired level for the His 

magnitude. Although 0.5 V is only 1/40 of the complete +10 V range, it certainly 

would allow a distinct deflection to be observed. For the case where the prototype 

amplifier minimum gain is to be determined, the maximum expected signal amplitude 

and the minimum desired output signal level need to be known. Considering the 

above figures, the minimum gain for the prototype system is: 

0 5V U J v = 1852 - 2000 
270 \iV 

For an estimate of the maximum gain that the prototype would have to provide, the 

smallest expected magnitude of the His potential and the level at which amplifier 

saturation causes signals to become nonlinearly amplified (i.e. clipped) must be 

determined. While a lead positioned at the Bundle of His gives the maximum His 

amplitude figure, a measurement of the His potential from the body surface would 

provide the smallest signal amplitude encountered between the source and the 

boundaries of the volume conductor environment. Since surface His potential 

observation is the goal of this research, we must use surface His amplitude values 

reported in the literature as an estimate of the minimum signal magnitude. In 
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previous studies from other laboratories, surface recordings of His deflections of 3-10 

/xV have been reported.5 One study even claimed to have detected His potentials as 

low as 0.75 nV from the body surface.4 Using 5 /zV as an estimate for the minimum 

expected His magnitude and 1 V as the desired signal level to input to the analog to 

digital converter, a maximum amplifier gain of 

1V = 200,000 
5 \iV 

was determined. 

Although this study provided practice at implementing these lead systems, an 

obscure problem prevented a valid lead comparison. We had intended to compare 

corresponding deflections from various electrode configurations, while using a 

constant amplifier gain for each lead investigated. The greater the amplitude of a 

particular cardiac event, as measured with a given lead, the better the sensing 

capability of that lead for the given event. Amplifier saturation, which was not 

apparent at the time of recording, annulled a legitimate lead comparison. For the 

elected gain, the peaks of the recorded cardiac potentials were clipped at the 

saturation level of the Grass amplifier. Thus, the relative sizes of the recorded 

potentials could not be determined. 

4.4 Dog Study #2 

For this study, a prototype amplifier system for surface His detection had been 

designed and built according to specifications determined by the previous study, 
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expert opinion, and information from the literature. This amplifier had adjustable 

gain ranging from 2000 to 235,000 and lower and upper -3 dB frequencies of 30 Hz 

and 300 Hz respectively. The lower cutoff frequency value was determined in a 

somewhat subjective manner. Signal components with frequencies below 30 Hz will 

typically be due to patient motion, respiration, and peristaltic esophageal activity. 

Proper filtering must reject such artifact, while preserving bona fide components of 

His activity. 10 Hz, 30 Hz, 40 Hz, and even as high as 100 Hz are lower frequency 

cutoffs which have been used in the literature. At the other end of the spectrum, the 

high frequency cutoff must also spare valid His components and attenuate high 

frequency noise. 300 Hz will allow true physiological signals to pass, yet bandlimit 

the amplifier to higher frequencies which are not of interest in this study. The gain 

and filtering requirements stated above were implemented by a Burr-Brown 

INA104KP instrumentation amplifier, a variable gain operational amplifier stage, and 

single pole RC lowpass and highpass filtering sections. All circuitry was battery 

powered. The power supply was also regulated via Motorola MC1458 dual tracking 

± 15 V voltage regulators. The experimental lead configurations supplied the inputs 

to the prototype amplifier. This system provides the experimental His recordings, 

while the surface ECG and true His channels make use of the commercial Grass 

amplifiers. 

This study was performed on a dog weighing approximately 20 Kg. The intent 

of this study was to make recordings using the prototype amplifier, in conjunction 

with the experimental leads, and to better establish our signal acquisition protocol. 
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Intermittent amplifier operation prevented the thorough completion of this experiment. 

The only recordings salvaged from this study did show a biphasic deflection in the PR 

interval, however, crosstalk from the true His channel was suspected to be responsible 

for this perceived activity. In later studies, the true His was turned off after the first 

20 seconds of each recording session to eliminate any possible influence it may have 

on the other channels. An improved "final" design, based upon the initial prototype 

amplifier just described, was constructed for further studies. Besides debugging the 

initial amplifier design, the following are some of the additional features implemented 

in this design: elimination of the regulator circuits for the power supplies, shielded 

chassis enclosure, multiple selectable bandpass filters, and a 60 Hz band-reject filter. 

This design is the subject of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTERS 

EXPERIMENTAL AMPLIFIER DESIGN 

5.1 System Requirements 

This section describes the general demands that this system must satisfy. This 

system must be capable of amplifying a low-amplitude potential signal to a useable 

voltage level (i.e. provides satisfactory signal resolution) while attenuating superfluous 

signals and ambient noise. Also, the components of the system must contribute 

minimal noise to the already noisy signals. Since this electrical hardware will be used 

on living subjects, its design must be built to appropriate safety standards. The signal 

processing problem being considered can be partitioned into four major categories of 

design considerations: gain, noise performance, filtering, and patient safety. The 

remainder of this section is intended to give the reader an overview of what was 

considered in each of the four major design categories, while the subsequent sections 

describe in detail how this overall design was implemented. 

Electrodes can be placed on the surface of the body or within the volume 

conductor bounded by the body surface. Because the potentials emanating from 

cardiac sources decay with distance away from the heart, the maximum possible 

amplitude of the His event should be that measured by an intracardiac recording taken 

in the immediate vicinity of the His bundle. Conversely, the minimum amplitude His 

signal (if it can be detected), would be that of a purely surface lead measurement. 
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Using values corresponding to these measurement scenarios as "best" and "worst" 

case signal amplitudes, the minimum and maximum gain required by the prototype 

amplifier were calculated as demonstrated in section 4.3. An even larger range than 

that mathematically determined was implemented to provide added gain flexibility. 

The resulting gain range was approximately 2500-540,000. 

Since noise will be amplified along with the signal of interest, care was taken to 

choose electronic components which introduce minimal system noise and to use 

appropriate shielding techniques to reduce the effect of external noise sources. The 

gain stages at the "front-end" of the circuitry (those which process the His signal 

when it is still on the order of microvolts or millivolts) are the most critical stages 

with respect to low-noise performance. Analog filtering is used to pass the His signal 

while attenuating signals with lower and higher frequency content than the range of 

the His components. The range of the frequency components comprising the His 

signal encompasses the power-line frequency, 60 Hz. As a result, it is difficult to 

eliminate 60 Hz interference without suffering losses in the His signal. There are 

many possible sources of 60 Hz interference encountered in the hospital environment. 

To combat this signal contamination, a band-reject filter, tuned to maximally attenuate 

60 Hz, was built into the experimental amplifier. One particular source of 60 Hz 

noise contamination is the power-line hum that enters the system via a power supply 

connected to the ac line. This nuisance was abolished by using a dc power supply 

comprised solely of batteries. 

In order to be used on living subjects this system had to be approved as 
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"patient-safe" by the Biomedical Engineering Department at University Medical 

Center in Tucson, Arizona. Standard tests are performed which emulate a typical 

electrical fault condition that the instrument under test may encounter when connected 

to a patient. The amount of leakage current that can flow through the patient to 

power-line common via a path povided by the amplifier is the issue being 

investigated. The power-line voltage (e.g. 120V) is applied at both inputs to the 

amplifier. This is analogous to the patient being at this potential with respect to the 

power-line common. 10 /xA is the maximum leakage current allowed to pass this test. 

Figure 5.1 is a block diagram of the prototype system design which was used 

in our studies. The signal processing stages in the diagram will be described in detail 

in the following sections of this chapter. Note, the power supply and shielding 

utilized are described in the appropriate sections of text, but are not depicted in 

Figure 5.1. Also, due to the power supply requirements of the isolation amplifier 

(i.e. dual, isloated +15V supplies and relatively large power dissipation), it was 

constructed in its own chassis box with its own battery supplies. 

5.2 Amplifier Gain 

Potential differences between the two electrodes used in any of the 

forementioned leads will be the inputs to the experimental amplifier system. These 

signals will be amplified at various stages of the overall processing circuitry. Since 

the signal is smallest at the input to the system, the first gain stage is the most critical 

with respect to providing significant gain with minimal noise induction. This stage 
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LM363 PRECISION INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER 

pin-strappable gains of 10, 100, or 1000 
12 nVA^Hz input referenced noise 

130 dB Common-Mode Rejection Ratio 
125 dB Power Supply Rejection Ratio 

Wide voltage supply range of ±5 V to ±18 V 
Low supply current drain of only 1.5 mA 

Figure 5.2 Critical features of LM363 Precision Instrumentation Amplifier 

must also convert a differential input to a single-ended output referenced to a circuit 

common potential. Instrumentation amplifiers are available in integrated circuit 

packages from a number of semiconductor manufacturers. These packages provide 

the features of programmable gain, differential to single-ended conversion, low-noise, 

and the ability to perform simple filtering tasks with the addition of external 

components. These circuits are particularly attractive because of the extremely well 

matched elements and precise trimming of devices which can be accomplished by 

modern integrated circuit process technology. The high gain capability, high 

common-mode rejection (CMR), high power supply rejection (PSR), and easily 

implemented ac coupling of the National Semiconductor LM363 Precision 

Instrumentation Amplifier are conducive to biopotential amplification applications. 

The most pertinent specifications of this IC package for the His detection application 

are listed in Figure 5.2. For complete specifications of the LM363 see the National 

Semiconductor Corporation Linear Databook l.10 

Due to the superior noise performance of the LM363 (compared to the 

commercial Grass amplifiers and other integrated instrumentation amplifier packages), 
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it is desirable to get the maximum gain possible from this stage. In this manner, the 

signal is amplified to a level at which subsequent component noise will be negligible, 

and minimal noise is introduced during the process. The LM363 has pin-strappable 

gains of 10, 100, or 1000. Using a gain of 1000 brings the minute, microvolt His 

potential to the order of millivolts. Any identical potentials, including noise, 

occurring simultaneously at both inputs to the LM363 will be greatly reduced due to 

the 130 dB common-mode rejection ratio of the amplifier. Thus, only differential 

input signals encounter high gain, as desired. To further improve the CMR of the 

LM363, as well as to eradicate any large common-mode dc potentials, the circuit 

common reference potential was made to be the potential present at the body surface 

of the experimental subject. This was effected by using a surface electrode as a third 

input to the amplifier system. This reference electrode is ohmically connected to the 

circuit common. For patient safety, the circuit common is floating with respect to the 

power-line common. 

The high power supply rejection of the LM363 allows it to be powered by 

unregulated dc power supplies. This is convenient, since it allows the use of batteries 

to be used directly as the dc voltage and current sources. As the battery voltages 

decay, the change in supply voltage to the chip has a negligible effect on amplifier 

performance. 

The LM363 can achieve a low frequency rolloff, with the addition of only one 

single external capacitor between pins 2 and 4. This ac coupling prevents any dc 

offsets between the inputs from being amplified and affecting the amplifier output. 
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Figure 5.3 LM363 stage circuit schematic including input RC lowpass filters (7, 10), 
power supply bypass capacitors (1, 11), ac rolloff capacitor (2-4), and ac coupling 
high pass filter (13)-(numbers in parentheses are pin numbers in diagram) 

With the chosen gain of 1000, even small dc mismatches at the inputs, would cause 

the ac signal to be superimposed on a large dc level. Thus, the signal swing of the 

output would be drastically reduced in one direction from the dc baseline and the 

threat of saturating the amplifier is increased. Besides this single capacitor, the only 

other external components used at this gain stage are power supply bypass capacitors 

and those realizing single-pole low-pass RC filters at the amplifier inputs. These 

filters prevent offset shifts due to internal rectification of high frequency noise. A RC 

high-pass filter was used to ac-couple the LM363 stage to subsequent signal 

processing stages. Figure 5.3 shows the complete circuit schematic of the LM363 

gain stage. 

Whereas the LM363 provides a fixed gain of 1000, the next stage at which the 
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LF35 

100 kn 

Figure 5.4 circuit schematic of variable gain stage 

signal undergoes gain multiplication is a variable gain operational amplifier stage. 

See Figure 5.4 for schematic. Gross gain adjustments are made by switching 

between various feedback resistors, while a linear taper potentiometer permits 

continuous, fine gain adjustment. Nominal gains of unity to 216 are available at this 

stage, thus making the cumulative gain of the two gain stages 1000-216,000. 

The only additional amplification encountered in the remainder of the system's 

signal flow is the gain of the active filters which are described in section 5.4. The 

active filters constructed each have a gain of approximately 2.3-2.5 (»8 dB), 

depending on which bandpass filter is selected. In summary, the system was designed 

to provide gains of 2,500 to 540,000. This range is intentionally much wider than 

that determined from the minimum and maximum signal estimates in section 5.1. 

Being that this system was built as an experimental prototype, the wider gain range 
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extends the flexibility of the design. 

5.3 Noise Reduction 

As mentioned in section 5.2, one attribute of the LM363 which made it a viable 

choice for "front-end" amplification was its extremely low noise performance. In 

terms of signal flow, the signal is on the order of millivolts downstream from the 

LM363. Although the signal is of reasonable size to be more relaxed about 

component noise contributions, the operational amplifier used in the variable gain 

block was also a high performance, low-noise package. To this extent, it is now 

reasonable to not be concerned about any additional active elements in the signal path 

significantly degrading the signal to noise ratio at the final output. Therefore, less-

expensive, common components were used for other stages. 

An electrostatic field at power-line frequencies exists in most inhabited areas. 

Lighting power lines, electronic instruments, machinery, etc. are all sources of this 

field. Potentials on conductors within this field can influence one another via the 

mutual capacitances that exist between conductors. When the conductors of electronic 

circuitry (i.e. wires, component leads, IC pins, etc.) are entirely surrounded by a 

metal enclosure, the potentials on conductors outside this enclosure have no effect on 

the circuit conductors and vice versa. This results from reducing the mutual 

capacitances between conductors within and external to the enclosure to zero. 

Although the circuit conductors are shielded from external electrostatic influences, 

mutual capacitances exist between the circuit conductors and the metal enclosure. In 
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the case of an amplifier, these mutual capacitances form a feedback structure around 

the gain element. While these capacitances cannot be avoided, the feedback pathways 

can be broken. This is accomplished by connecting the shield enclosure to the circuit 

common reference.11 Since the circuit common was previously decided to be the 

potential on the subject's body surface, the shield will also be at the body potential. 

The actual value of the potential on the shield is not important for effective shielding, 

as long as it is identical to the common reference for the electronics. Due to the 

necessity of inputting signals to the enclosed circuitry, having instrument controls 

external to the metal enclosure, and getting the processed output signal out of the 

instrument, the shield cannot completely surround the internal circuitry. To maintain 

the maximum shielding effect of the enclosure, any wires traversing the metal chassis 

box are contained in shielded cable. Electrically connecting the shield of the cables to 

the metal enclosure (and therefore, the circuit common) simply makes the cable shield 

an extension of the metal enclosure.11 Thus, providing shielding for signal conductors 

external to the chassis box. External controls were mounted directly on the metal 

chassis box so that no additional conductors (wires connected to the switches and 

potentiometer) would exit the enclosure. In this fashion, the integrity of the shielding 

has been only minimally compromised. Figure 5.8, at the end of this chapter, shows 

the metal enclosed system with shielded input and output cables. 

Further rejection of unwanted signal was attained by band-limiting the signal 

allowed to pass through the amplifier/filter system to the output. Higher frequency 

signals which are not believed to be components of the His signal, as well as high 
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frequency noise, are greatly attenuated by the second order high frequency rolloff of 

the bandpass filters described in section 5.4. 

In section 5.2, the excellent power supply rejection of the LM363 was credited 

with enabling unregulated dc power supplies to be used. Thus, common 9V transistor 

batteries were used for powering the electronics. Not only is the use of batteries 

desirable in regard to replacement availability and cost, but batteries also do not have 

the power-line hum inherent in dc power supplies connected to the ac line. Even 

regulators driven by batteries superimpose small ac variations on the desired dc 

voltage level. 

The final weapon of the arsenal used to combat noise (specifically 60 Hz noise) 

0. 01 
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Figure 5.5 high-Q 60 Hz notch filter 
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in this system is a high-Q notch (band-reject) filter tuned to maximally reject 60 Hz 

signals. Figure 5.5 shows the schematic of this filter structure. A twin-T network 

provides an infinitely deep null at the frequency determined by the component values 

of this RC network. Combining this passive network with an operational amplifier and 

a potentiometer (varies the amount of signal fed back to the twin-T network) permits 

the Q of the response to be adjusted. In our design, the Q was set so that a band 

from approximately 58 to 62 Hz had a minimum stopband attenuation of 35 dB. 

Thereby, reducing 60 Hz noise by a factor of almost 100. Sacrificing a higher Q for 

rejection of a broader range of frequencies, afforded this system a safeguard against 

slight power-line frequency variation. The tradeoff being that frequencies near 60 Hz 

that may be legitimate components of the His signal will experience some attenuation. 

5.4 Bandpass Filtering 

When attempting to detect any signal in the presence of other signals and noise, 

it is desirable to isolate the frequency components composing the signal of interest. 

Selectively allowing the His frequency components to be amplified while rejecting 

frequencies not associated with His activity was implemented with fourth order Sallen 

and Key active bandpass filters. Of course, amplifying other activity in the same 

frequency range as the His signal cannot be avoided. However, low frequency 

artifact and high frequency interference are substantially rejected. An equal capacitor, 

equal resistor design was chosen to realize the bandpass structures. Choosing the gain 

of the amplifiers in each second order section of the filters enabled the desired 
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magnitude response to result. The amplifier gains were set to produce a Butterworth 

magnitude response. The passband is maximally flat with a passband gain of 

approximately 8 dB. The rolloff of the response causes the magnitude of signals at 

the corner frequencies to be attenuated by 3 dB, and the attenuation increases at a rate 

of -40 dB per decade for frequencies beyond the -3 dB points. 
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Figure 5.6 30-300 Hz and 10-1000 Hz Sallen and Key bandpass filters 
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The lower cutoff frequency must be high enough to eliminate low frequency 

artifact resulting from patient motion, respiration, and peristaltic activity of the 

smooth muscle in the esophagus. Lower cutoffs of 10, 30, 40, and even 100 Hz have 

been used in past studies in the literature. Although there is variability in the lower 

cutoff frequencies chosen in prior studies, 300 Hz is the upper cutoff frequency 

choice prevalent in most studies. As per the suggestion of this author's thesis 

advisor, 30-300 Hz was selected as the band of interest. For additional system 

flexibility, a second fourth order bandpass filter with cutoffs of 10 Hz and 1 kHz was 

included in the system design. Recordings can be made with either filter. A switch 

on the front panel of the instrument allows the user to easily toggle between the two 

filters. Circuit schematics of the two bandpass filters are shown in Figure 5.6. 

5.5 Patient Protection 

Since the entire experimental system was built as a battery powered instrument 

(floating with respect to the ac power line), the only additional patient protection 

needed is a barrier that guards the patient against a potential ground return path 

manifested by equipment interconnected with the experimental system. In our case, 

the ADC, that the prototype amplifier is connected to, uses the chassis ground of the 

Macintosh II CX computer for a ground reference. This chassis ground is connected 

to the ground of the ac power system. This situation requires an isolation barrier 

between the battery powered amplifier and the ac-line connected equipment. This 

barrier must limit the amount of leakage current that would flow through a patient 
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hooked to the equipment to less than 10 fiA during a ground fault. Isolation 

amplifiers that provide such an obstacle to current flow are commercially available. 

These integrated circuit packages have input and output sides of the chip electrically 

isolated from one another. Signal coupling across the chip is accomplished in a 

variety of schemes. The Burr-Brown IS0106 Signal Isolation Buffer Amplifier 

capacitively couples the opposing ends of the package. The input and output sides of 

the chip each have their respective power supplies and common buses. No connection 

exists between input and output power supplies, nor is there any connection between 

input and output common. In this manner the possibility of ground loops is 

eliminated, and a barrier voltage of 3500 Vm isolates the ac connected computer 

hardware from the battery powered system. When tested by the Biomedical 

Engineering Department at UMC, only 5 /tA of leakage current flowed through a 

resistor model of the patient. This is only 50% of the maximum leakage current 

allowed for approval of the equipment as "patient-safe". Safety approval stickers 

were affixed to the equipment which approve its use for short term patient 

experimentation. A complete schematic of the signal processing circuitry is shown in 

Figure 5.7, and Figure 5.8 is a photograph of the actual experimental amplifier 

system. 
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Figure 5.7 complete circuit schematic of signal processing stages of experimental 
amplifier system-note: isolation amplifier contained in separate chassis box 



Figure 5.8 photograph of complete amplifier system-note: box on right contains 
isolation amplifier and its power supplies 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 

6.1 Materials and Methods 

All animal subjects were dogs weighing approximately 20 kg. Each dog was 

heavily anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital and mechanically ventilated. The 

entire thoracic and groin areas were shaven for application of surface electrodes and 

venous catheterization. The specific surface electrode locations were abraded with 

alcohol pads to provide a low-resistance skin/electrode interface. Three electrodes 

were affixed to the chest to form a bipolar surface lead with its corresponding 

reference (indifferent) electrode. Two additional skin electrodes are used to provide 

the surface portion of the experimental esophago-thoracic leads and a surface 

reference for these leads. Two EP catheters, such as the one shown in Figure 4.1, 

are inserted into one of the femoral veins and guided under fluoroscopy through the 

inferior vena cava to their final destinations in the right atrium. One catheter is 

positioned in the superior right atrium for pacing, while the second is across the 

tricuspid valve in contact with the Bundle of His. The latter catheter uses a wire 

stylet to provide a stable bipolar intracardiac lead for true His monitoring. Three of 

the surface electrodes are inputs to a Grass P511 preamplifier to provide a surface 

electrocardiogram for a timing reference. The signal from the true His lead is 

amplified and filtered by another Grass P511 amplifier. The experimental His signals 
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were amplified by a Grass P511 amplifier in Dog Study #1, an initial prototype 

amplifier in Dog Study #2, and the final experimental amplifier for the later dog and 

infant studies. The gains of all channels were set as high as possible without causing 

ADC saturation. The analog outputs of these three channels are digitally sampled and 

stored by the Macintosh II CX via the MacADIOS II ADC. The ADC is an 8 

channel, 12-bit converter with programmable gains of 1, 10, and 100. With a gain of 

1 and ± 10 V high and low voltage references, the least significant bit of the 12-bit 

number represents 4.88 mV. Dividing this figure by the gain of any front-end 

amplification determines the minimum amplitude increment which can be resolved by 

the system. 

Software which supports the MacADIOS II ADC hardware was modified to 

meet the signal acquisition and analysis requirements for our signals of interest. The 

acquisition program samples each of the three analog ADC input channels at a rate of 

2 kHz. The quantized data are initially stored in the computer memory and then 

saved on the system's hard disk drive. The recorded surface ECG, true His, and 

experimental His files can then be retrieved at a later time for signal averaging. 

The analysis program uses the surface ECG recording for aligning the 

sequential cardiac cycles of the other channel recordings for the averaging process. 

An amplitude threshold criteria is set to select a reference point on each beat for 

temporal alignment of the serial cycles. The threshold is chosen high enough so that 

the R wave is the trigger for alignment. A window surrounding the threshold point is 

the region used for the alignment process (the window width is programmable and 
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usually set to encompass the QRS complex). Ten beats are averaged to produce a 

template for identifying corresponding segments within each beat of the surface 

recording. The number of cycles used to create the pattern recognition template is 

somewhat arbitrary. Averaging ten beats provides an acceptable amount of noise 

reduction so that a "clean" QRS complex is used for alignment. As each beat of the 

surface recording is aligned with the template, the displacements of corresponding 

points in the true His and experimental His data are summed. Dividing the tally by 

the number of cycles summed would produce an average beat for each of the surface 

ECG, true His, and experimental His signals. In this manner, noise tends to cancel 

itself, while true signal deflections are preserved. Since the number of beats in a 

given recording time may vary, we do not actually perform the division by the 

number of beats. Instead, we simply sum the beats recorded. Noise is canceled in 

the usual manner, however the amplitudes of points on the resultant waveforms are 

not the average values of the signals. Although I refer to these digitally processed 

signals as "averaged" waveforms, they actually represent the superposition of 

corresponding displacements of the recorded data. All of our recordings were 150 

seconds long, and several of the dog recordings were made while pacing the heart at a 

rate of approximately 150 beats per minute. The averaged waveforms of all three 

channels can be displayed so that corresponding points on each trace are synchronous 

in time. The averaged surface ECG is useful as a general frame of reference, and the 

averaged true His provides accurate verification of His activity. 

A moveable cursor can be positioned to accurately measure times at any point 
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along the recordings. Selecting appropriate points on the averaged waveforms allows 

specific time intervals to be computed (e.g. PH and HV intervals). These intervals 

are the desired clinical information which characterizes the coordination of the 

specialized cardiac conduction system (i.e. AV node, common His bundle, bundle 

branches, and purkinje fibers). Listings of these BASIC programs are in the 

appendix. 

With the exception of attempting various lead configurations and the flexibility 

built into the experimental amplifier circuitry, the experimental setup was constant. 

Performing the complete matrix of lead, gain, filtering, and pacing combinations 

would require a massive amount of time and data storage. We chose to attempt a 

subset of these combinations which theoretically had the most promise of producing 

discernable His activity. Figure 6.1 lists the choices available in our experimental 

setup. The time duration for each trial was another recording parameter to be 

determined. Although longer recording periods obscure subtle beat to beat variations, 

longer periods generally improve the signal to noise ratio (i.e. greater noise 

cancellation results). As stated earlier, 150 seconds was chosen as the recording time 

which provides a sufficient number of cycles for effective signal averaging while 

maintaining practical file sizes, and the particular gain used for a given recording was 

the maximum gain possible without causing frequent ADC saturation on any single 

channel. In preparation for data acquisition, the real-time signals are displayed by the 

computer. With the computer in this "oscilloscope" mode, we can adjust gain, 

filtering, and lead configuration to condition the signal as desired. 
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LEAD CONFIGURATIONS BANDPASS FILTER 60 Hz FILTER 

saline esophageal/chest 30-300 Hz on 
esophageal/chest 10-1000 Hz off 
bipolar esophageal 

GAIN PACING COMMON REF 

2,500-540,000 yes surface 
no esophageal 

intracardiac 

Figure 6.1 list of choices for experimental leads and amplifier settings 

6.2 Dog Studies #3 and #4 

Dog Study #4 was identical to Dog Study #3. This repeat study was necessary, 

since two of the channels recorded in Dog Study #3 were written to the same data file 

for storage. Thus, one channel overwrote the other channels's data, which was 

originally stored in that file. All three channels (surface ECG, true His, and 

experimental His) are required for signal analysis. The results presented in this 

section are therefore entirely from Dog Study #4. Using either the bipolar esophageal 

or esophageal to chest leads as inputs to our experimental His amplifier system 

produced no distinct deflections in the region of His activation (as determined by the 

His truth recording). Although some late atrial activation can be detected during the 

PH interval, no activity could be discerned from the noise which directly 

corresponded to the timing of the true His potential. Employing the saline esophageal 

to chest lead, produced recordings which revealed activity during the PR segment. 

Definite activity is evident during this interval which is normally isoelectric on 
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electrocardiograms recorded with commercial ECG equipment. 

Recordings were taken and analyzed using bipolar esophageal, esophageal to 

chest, and saline esophageal to chest leads with various gain and filtering settings. 

The saline esophageal to chest lead is the only configuration that produced distinct 

deflections corresponding to His-Purkinje System activation. Figure 6.2 shows 

simultaneously obtained surface ECG, saline esophago-thoracic, and true His 

recordings taken from a dog. This combination of a gain of about 90,000, 30-300 Hz 

filtering, and the saline esophageal to chest lead produced the best results in the dogs. 

The noise seen on the averaged surface ECG is most likely due to poor surface 

electrode contact at the time of this recording. This recording was done near the end 

of a study which lasted several hours. During this time, the adhesive which anchors 

the electrodes to the dog's skin and the conductive electrode gel tend to degrade. 

Thus, poor electrode contact and increased electrode impedance may make signals 

more susceptible to noise contamination. The segmented appearance of the traces is a 

result of the interpolation performed by the plotting routine of the analysis program. 

For all recordings, both the horizontal and vertical axes are in terms of numbers of 

digitized points. The horizontal scale represents time, where every two points equals 

one millisecond. The vertical scale represents the potential amplitude of the sum of 

the recorded beats. The experimental amplifier/filter settings are highlighted under 

the caption of each recording figure. The HV time interval is the diagnostic 

information indicative of cardiac conduction system function. Using the built-in 

cursor, the HV interval was measured on the true His recording as (calculations 
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-200000 
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figure 6.2 surface ecg, true His, and saline esophageal to chest lead recordings made 
in dog-note: vertical axis voltage conversion depends on the number of cycles 
averaged, while every two points equals one millisecond on the horizontal axis. 

experimental amplifier settings 

gain: » 90,000 
filter: 30-300 Hz 
60 Hz notch: on 
pacing: yes, « ISObeats/min 
common ref: esophageal 
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illustrate the conversion of number of points to milliseconds): 

HV = <40°-326''tt> . 37BIS 

2pa 
ms 

Vertical lines, as well as the numbers associated with the position of these lines, refer 

to the onset of the events used to measure the time intervals of interest on all figures 

illustrating our results. As a reminder, all time intervals are defined from the onset 

of one event to the onset of another event. Comparing the noninvasive experimental 

His recording made with the saline esophageal/chest lead to the true His recording, 

the onset of activity corresponding to His excitation occurs simultaneously in both 

traces. Ventricular activity onset is also synchronous on both waveforms. Thus, the 

same HV interval is measured in both recordings and the deflections present in the 

experimental His recording can be attributed to His-Purkinje System activity. 

Conventional ECG equipment normally displays an isoelectric PR segment. 

6.3 Infant Study 

We were fortunate to have a six-month old infant to perform a human study on. 

The patient was having a procedure performed to determine the necessity for 

continuing use of a long term medication. Since a bipolar esophageal lead was used 

for this clinical procedure, we were able to make recordings with our experimental 

system after the official study was completed. This patient had experienced an 

episode of paroxysmal atrial tachycardia secondary to a condition known as Wolff-

Parkinson-White Syndrome. In this syndrome a second electrical connection exists 
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between the atria and ventricles without an intervening AV node to provide a delay. 

As a result, ventricular excitation is earlier than expected and the corresponding HV 

interval is shorter than expected. The same electrodes used for the prescribed test 

were able to be used for our His monitoring purposes. The subject was sedated with 

chloral hydrate and then allowed to sleep. Once asleep, a catheter with two platinum 

ring electrodes was advanced through the nose to a location in the esophagus at the 

level of the heart. This location was determined by adjusting the level of this bipolar 

lead while monitoring the esophageal signal. When the maximum atrial electrogram 

was obtained, the electrodes were at the level of the crux of the heart. This is the 

level at which the His bundle penetrates the fibrous ring separating the atria and 

ventricles. 

The experimental setup for this study was only slightly different than in the 

previous animal studies. Since unnecessary invasive procedures are not feasible due 

to the patient risk introduced, we did not directly record His bundle activation with an 

intracardiac electrode. As a result, we did not have a means for positive His potential 

identification available. Only a surface ECG and the noninvasive experimental 

channels were recorded. The saline immersed esophageal to chest lead system was 

not feasible, since the balloon catheter system was not designed nor approved for use 

in human subjects. Furthermore, in the animal experiments, the airway was protected 

by endotracheal intubation. However, this would add unnecessary risk to patients 

undergoing routine esophageal studies. Therefore, our experimental leads were 

limited to the basic esophago-thoracic and bipolar esophageal configurations. The 
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esophageal to chest leads were constructed with either the proximal or distal 

esophageal catheter electrodes and a skin electrode on the body surface. One final 

modification to our animal study recording system was replacement of the Grass P511 

amplifier by a Hewlett Packard neonatal ECG monitor for attaining a surface ECG 

recording. For the experimental His amplifier system, the identical gain, filtering, 

and other recording options were available for this study. Figure 6.3 shows a surface 

ECG recording and two esophageal to chest lead recordings taken in a six month old 

patient. The two esophageal recordings were taken at different times with slightly 

different esophageal electrode positions. Nonetheless, both traces show small 

deflections in the PR interval, following atrial activity. Figure 6.4 displays a bipolar 

esophageal lead recording along with its corresponding surface ECG. This lead 

reveals much more distinct PR segment activity. Without a simultaneously recorded 

true His waveform to compare these esophageal signals to, we can only use published 

data on HV time intervals to speculate as to whether these small potentials are truly 

His deflections. One study reports HV intervals in children up to six months old as 

33 ± 9 ms.3 The format of Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 is identical to Figure 6.2 

with the exception of not including a true His recording. If the deflections in the 

experimental recordings are indeed due to His activity, then the HV interval measured 

from Figure 6.3 esophageal/chest traces is: 

HV = (40Q~370pte) = 15nw, 
0Pts 

ms 
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Figure 6.3 surface ecg and two esophageal to chest lead recordings from a six month 
old baby (see note in Figure 6.2 concerning vertical and horizontal scales) 

experimental amplifier settings 

gain: «* 2500 
filter: 30-300 Hz 
60 Hz notch: on 
pacing: no 
common ref: surface 
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and the same interval in Figure 6.4 is: 

HV = <413-362"a' . 25.5 m. 

2es. 
ms 

The HV interval computed from the esophageal to chest leads is much shorter than 

the published range of times referenced earlier, and the interval measured from the 

bipolar esophageal lead borders the low end of this same range. The bipolar 

esophageal HV time is more credible not only because it is closer to the normally 

reported HV range, but also was measured from better defined activity. Taking the 

patient's condition described earlier into consideration, it is reasonable to expect a 

shorter than normal HV interval. The extent of the interval shortening is not known. 

However, an alternative conduction pathway lacking AV nodal intervention should 

definitely produce a lower than normal HV interval time. 
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Figure 6.4 surface ecg and bipolar esophageal recording from a six month old baby 
(see note in Figure 6.2 concerning vertical and horizontal scales) 

experimental amplifier settings 

gain: « 200000 
filter: 30-300 Hz 
60 Hz notch: on 
pacing: no 
common ref: surface 
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CONCLUSION AND 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

7.1 Concluding Remarks 

After presenting the background information pertinent to the His detection 

problem, the "milestone" prior studies in this field were summarized to give the 

reader insight into several previous His potential detection research efforts. This was 

followed by a description of the experimental electrode configurations, cardiac lead 

theory supporting these configurations, and means of realizing such lead systems. 

The initial animal experiments outlined provided His signal information which was 

used in the amplifier design. These experiments also played a significant role in 

establishing a functional experimental protocol. The relevant design issues were 

revealed in the detailed, stage-by-stage description of the prototype system. Finally, 

the later animal studies performed with this custom-designed research tool and the 

results generated by this system were transcribed. These studies demonstrated the 

ability of the experimental equipment and its associated procedure to expose activity 

in the electrogram corresponding to true His activation. A correlation exists between 

the events detected in the experimental and true His recordings from the dog; 

resulting in identical HV interval measurements from both channels. For the infant 

study, one can only speculate on the origin of the activity recorded in the PR 

segment. The lack of a true His reference, in addition to the ambiguity emanating 
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from the patients abnormal cardiac condition, makes attempts at stating any conclusive 

remarks for the infant study futile. In summary, this amplifier design has the ability 

to detect His-Purkinje System activity. Combining the saline esophageal to chest lead 

configuration with gain on the order of 100,000 and 30-300 Hz filtering produced the 

best results in dogs. A higher gain of 200,000, the bipolar esophageal lead, and 30-

300 Hz filtering most effectively elicited suspected His-Purkinje activity from the 

infant. 

This research has nurtured a system design incorporating novel lead 

configurations and custom-designed instrumentation which, when combined with 

digital data acquisition and signal averaging, noninvasively divulges His potentials in 

the PR segment. The saline esophageal electrode apparatus was a successful advance 

with respect to using esophago-thoracic leads for His detection. It is interesting to 

note that upon inflation of the Foley catheter balloon and injection of the saline 

column, the noise level of the signals is greatly reduced. In fact, at one time between 

recording sessions, enough saline had leaked out around the balloon that an obvious 

increase in noise was observed. Inflating the balloon more (to better occlude the 

esophagus) and adding enough saline to again immerse the EP catheter electrodes 

eliminated the increased level of undesired noise. 

His-Purkinje activity is not exhibited with conventional noninvasive 

electrocardiographic equipment and techniques. This system is both portable and 

patient-safe. The design does not utilize extensive hardware, nor is its use limited to 

electromagnetically shielded environments. Although a more extensive study is 
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needed to warrant a conclusion regarding the capability of this system, we can 

confidently conclude that we have developed a successful research tool for 

noninvasive His potential detection. 

7.2 Suggestions For Further Research 

While this system has spawned satisfactory results with respect to the gross task 

of detecting His potentials, the research process itself has provided valuable insight 

for future refinements which may be investigated. Alternative esophageal electrodes 

is one aspect which should be considered. A balloon catheter with metal electrodes 

distributed on the balloon surface is one possibility to be examined. Outfitting the 

computing system with a 16-bit analog to digital converter would provide greater 

signal resolution, for a given gain, than the present 12-bit converter. Additional 

filtering, such as post data acquisition digital filtering, may further enhance recorded 

signals. One possible noise entrance existing in our studies that could be rectified 

was the unshielded catheter used as the esophageal probe. Finally, in order to make 

use of the higher gain available from the existing amplifier design, a logarithmic 

amplification stage could be included for enhancing low-level signals more than large 

signals. In this manner, premature amplifier saturation resulting from amplification 

of relatively large cardiac events would be avoided. More gain can then be made 

available for the chore of magnifying the tiny His potential. 
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APPENDIX 

LISTINGS OF ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS 

SOFTWARE 



DATA ACQUISITION PROGRAM LISTING 

Subroutines are modified versions of those provided in the 
MacADIOS II Software Series Instruction Manual by GW 

Instruments, Inc. (Modifications were implemented by Dr. William 
A. Scott, Department of Pediatrics, University Medical Center, 
Tucson, Arizona-see Reference (9) for additional information) 
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LIBRARY "turbodrivers interface" 
LIBRARY "DataManipulation Interface" 

disker%=0 
PRINT 
PRINT "VALVE SOUND ACQUISITION" 
PRINT"We're now initializing some variables, it will take a moment." 
GOSUB LoadTurboSymbols ' Load TurboDriver Header File constants 
Slot%-3 
er% »0:min!=0 
PRINT "Connect EKG TO ADO" 
PRINT "Connect TRUE HIS TO AD1" 
PRINT "Connect EXP HIS TO AD2" 
DIM STATIC er%(800),dev%(20) 
DIM STATIC w0%(29999,11 ),wl%(29999,11 ),w2%(29999,11) 
PRINT "Please press ANY KEY when connections are complete" 
GetKeyPresslO: key$-INKEY$ : IF key$ - "" THEN 'GetKeyPresslO 
startl: 
CLS 
INPUT * NAME OF FILE TO SAVE?";F1$ 
PRINT "DATA WILL BE COLLECTEO FOR 150 SECONDS" 
REM Setup lnout(), Digitize() and Fastio() Parameters ** 

SetupFunctionParameters: 
trigger%»-1 ' trigger parameter set to -1 invokes EXTENDED mode 
loops% » 10000 ' specifies 10000 loops or "traces" 
dev%(0) •= 0 ' Device Type for A/D converter, Mux Channel #0 
dev%(1) » 0 ' Offset code for A/D converter, Mux Channel #0 
bank%=0 ' indicates multiplexor channel#0 as first digitized channel for digi 

tize() 
Period%- 25 ' sets sample period for digitizef) 

REM Setup TurboDriver GENERAL parameters 
SetupGeneralParameters: 

er%(DrivelNDX) - 3 
er%(OptionslNDX) « OptNone ' Specify no interrupts and no spooling to hard disk 

er%(OpModelNDX) - OpModeNorm ' Normal I/O command 

REM setup TurboDriver GRAPHICS Parameters ***' 
SetupGraphicsParameters: 

er%(ppplNDX) - 5 ' Plot 1 point in each pixel column 
er%(DotslNDX) - false ' Plot lines, no dots (false=0) 
er%(GridlNDX) •> true ' Display grid (true=1) 
er%(FirstClearlNDX) - true ' Clear display prior first trace (true =1) 

er%(ClearlNDX) • true ' Clear display after each trace (true = 1) 
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REM Setup TurboDriver Trigger parameters 

SetupTriggerParameters: 
er%(TriglNDX) » TrigAutoPos 
er%(TrOfflNDX) - 0 
er%(TrDevTylNDX) - 0 
er%(TrThreshlNDX) - 500 

1 Trigger on positive edge signal 
' Trigger offset code is set to A/D mux channel #0 
Trigger device type code is set to A/D mux channel #0 
' Trigger threshold level is 500 

REM Setup TurboDriver Digitize() parameters 

SetupDigitizeParameters: 
er%(DigLoopsHilNDX) - 0 

REM 
SetupChannelParameters: 

er%(ChLeft!NDX(0)) - 10 
region 

er%(ChRightlNDX(0)) - 510 
y region 

er%(ChToplNDX(0)) - 70 
er%(ChBotlNDX(0)) - 170 
er%(ChTPVINDX(0)) - 2048 
er%(ChBPVINDX(0)) - -2048 
er%(ChGridDxlNDX(0)) - 2 
er%(ChGridDylNDX(0)) - 16 
er%(ChDrawlNDX(0)) - 1 
er%(ChLeftlNDX(1)) - 10 

region 
er%(ChRightlNDX(1)) - 510 

y region 
er%(ChToplNDX(1)) - 180 ' 
er%(ChBotlNDX(1)) - 280 
er%(ChTPVINDX(1)) - 2048 
er%(ChBPVINDX(1)) - -2048 
er%(ChGridDxlNDX(1)) - 2 
er%(ChGridDylNDX(1)) - 16 
er%(ChDrawlNDX(1)) - 1 
er%(ChLeftlNDX(2)) - 10 

region 
er%(ChRightlNDX(2)) - 510 

y region 
er%(ChToplNDX(2)) - 290 
er%(ChBotlNDX(2)) - 390 
er%(ChTPVINDX(2)) - 2048 
et%(ChBPVINDX(2)) - -2048 

Setup TurboDriver Channel parameters 

' Specify pixel polumn #10 as left edge of display 

' Specify pixel column #470 as right edge of displa 

' Specify top edge of display region 
' Specify bottom edge of display region 

' Specify display region Top Plot Value 
' Specify display region Bottom Plot Value 
' Grid horizontal displacement 
1 Grid vertical displacement 

' Turn channel display ON 
' Specify pixel column #10 as left edge of display 

' Specify pixel column #470 as right edge of displa 

Specify top edge of display region 
' Specify bottom edge of display region 

' Specify display region Top Plot Value 
' Specify display region Bottom Plot Value 
' Grid horizontal displacement 
' Grid vertical displacement 

' Turn channel display ON 
* Specify pixel column #10 as left edge of display 

' Specify pixel column #470 as right edge of displa 

' Specify top edge of display region 
' Specify bottom edge of display region 

' Specify display region Top Plot Value 
' Specify display region Bottom Plot Value 



er%(ChGridDxlNDX(2)) = 2 
er%(ChGridDylNDX(2)) - 16 
er%(ChDrawlNDX(2)) - 1 

' Grid horizontal displacement 
' Grid vertical displacement 

' Turn channel display ON 

sea: 
REM digitize() in Scan-Line mode 
DigitizeScan: ' Here we run Digitize!) in Scan-Line Recorder mode 

er%(ModelNDX) - modeScan ' Specify Scan-Line Recorder mode 
er%(DigLoopsLowlNDX) - 1 ' Specify 1 loop or "traces" (this must be done for S 

CAN mode) 
points%»5000 ' We can acquire more date in scan-line mode 

CLS ' Clear Screen 
PRINT "Below is DigitizeQ operating in Scan-Line Recorder mode." 
PRINT "move mouse to stop" 
FOR i - 1 TO 100 
digitize bank%, trigger%, points%, Period%, VARPTR(w0%(0,0)),VARPTR(w1%(0,0 

)),VARPTR(w2%(0,0)),0,0,0,0,0,Slot%. VARPTR(er%(0)) 
IF er%(ErrorlNDX) -0 THEN ne 

PRINT "We got an error. er%(ErrorlNDX) - "er%(ErrorlNDX) 
PRINT "Please press SPACE TO continue, or 'a' to do it again" 
INPUT a$ 
GetKeyPress6: key$» IN KEYS 
IF key$-"a" THEN DigitizeScan ELSE IF key$ - "" THEN GetKeyPress6 
GOTO noscan 
ne: 
NEXT i 
noscan: 

osc: 
er%(DigLoopsLowlNDX) - 10000 
Period%» 10 
pnts&«10000& 

REM digitize() in Oscilloscope mode 

replot: 
REM ••••••*•••*••**• Setup TurboDriver GRAPHICS Parameters «•*••••••••••••• 
SetupGraphicsParametersI: 

er%(ppplNDX) - 20 ' Plot 1 point in each pixel column 
er%(DotslNDX) - false ' Plot lines, no dots (false-0) 
er%(GridlNDX) - true ' Display grid (true=1) 
er%(FirstClearlNDX) = true ' Clear display prior first trace (true =1) 
er%(ClearlNDX) « true ' Clear display after each trace (true - 1) 



CLS ' Clear Screen 
er%(ModelNDX) - ModeOSC 
DigitizeOscilloscope: 

PRINT "WOULD YOU LIKE TO CHANGE THRESHOLD < ";trh%;">" ;:INPUT hr% 
IF hr%-0 THEN hr%»trh% 
trh% - hr% 
er%(TrThreshlNDX) = trh% 

LOCATE 1,1 
PRINT "Press any key or move mouse to stop display or change threshold" 

digitize bank%, trigger%, pnts&, Period%, VARPTR(w0%(0,0)),VARPTR(w1%(0,0)),W 
w2%(0,0)),0,0,0,0,0,Slot%, VARPTR(er%(0)) 

IF er%(ErrorlNDX) -0 THEN DigitizeOscilloscope 
PRINT "We got an error. er%(ErrorlNDX) - "er%(ErrorlNDX) 
PRINT "Please press SPACE TO continue, or 'a' to do it again" 
GetKeyPress3: key$- INKEYS 
IF key$-"a" THEN DigitizeOscilloscope ELSE IF key$ - "" THEN GetKeyPress3 

aa: 
INPUT "Input <s> to spool, <p> to plot again or <g> to change gain";a$ 
IF (a$ <>"s* AND a$o"p"AND a$o"g") THEN aa 
IF a$ - "p" THEN replot 

Initialize EXTENDED mode 
er%(ModelNDX) - ModeREG 

Parameters 
' Regular I/O, No graphics 
' Specify spooling feature 
' Normal operation 
' No triggering 

* Specify a File name of "f%" 
' Specify a SPOOL OUT operation 
' Collect 1 trace of data 
' # of traces - 0 * 32768 + 1 

analog input channel#0 

er%(OptionslNDX) - OptSpoolHD 
ef%(OpModelNDX) - OpModeNorm 
er%(TriglNDX) - TrigNone 
er%(FileNamelNDX) - f% 
er%(SpoollNDX) - SpOut 
er%(DigLoopsLowlNDX) - 1 
er%(DigLoopsHilNDX) » 0 
bank% - 0 
Trig% - 0 
trigger% - -1 
pnts& -300000&+100 
Period% - 50 
CLS 
PRINT 
PRINT "Please press SPACE to begin collecting 150 seconds of data' 
GetKeyPress2: key$- INKEYS : IF key$ - "" THEN GetKeyPress2 
PRINT "we are now saving 150 seconds of data" 
CALL setAD(1,1,3,VARPTR(ERi%)) 
CALL setAD(0,1,3,VARPTR(ERi%)) 
CALL setAD(2,1,3,VARPTR(ERi%)) 

extended modes 

At=10us, 50000 samples/sec/channel 
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digitize bank%, Trig%, pnts&, Period%, VARPTR(w0%(0,0)),VARPTR(w1%(0,0)),VARPTI 
w2%(0,0)).0,0,0,0,0,Slot%, VARPTR(er%(0)) 
INPUT "HIT RETURN TO SAVE"; a$ 
CALL bsave ("hard disk:",F1$ +"ekg",VARPTR(w0°/o(0,0)),2,600000&.VARPTR(disker%)) 
CALL bsave ("hard disk:".F1$ +"true.HIS",VARPTR(w1%(0,0)),2,100000&,VARPTR(diske 
r%)) 
CALL bsave ("hard disk:",F1$ +"exp.HIS",VARPTR(w2%(0,0)),2,600000&,VARPTR(diske 
r%)) 
GOTO startl 

REM ••••«••••••••••« TurboDriver Header File ***•••••«••*••* 
LoadTurboSymbols: 
REM This routine loads symbols that are used with MacADIOS Extended modes 
trh%«500:hr%-0:pnts&-0:points%»0:trigger%— 1:banks%-0:loops%-0:ERi%«0 
Trig%=0 
BigNumMult! - 32768& ' helpful symbol 
true « 1 ' useful symbol 
false « 0 

ErrorlNOX =0 ' Error Value, index 

ModelNDX - 1 
ModeREG = 0 
ModeOSC «• 1 
ModeSPEC -2 
ModeChart « 8 
modeScan - 9 

' Mode, index 
1 Regular Mode 
' Oscilloscope Mode 
' Spectrum Analyzer Mode 

' Chart Recorder Mode 
' Scan Line Recorder Mode 

ModeSCROLL - 16 ' Scrolling Strip Chart Mode 

OptionslNDX = 2 
OptNone - 0 

* Options, index 
' No options 
' Inner loop Interrupts 
' Outer loop interrupts 

' Spool to Hard Disk 

OptlnlNTS - 1 
OptOutlNTS - 2 
OptSpoolHD •= 3 

OpModelNDX - 3 ' Operational Mode, index 
OpModeNorm - 0 ' Normal I/O Mode 
OpModeUpdate - 1 ' Update Display area 
OpModeDemo - 2 ' Demonstration Mode 
OpModebench - 3 ' Benchmark Mode 

ppplNDX - 8 
ScrollPixINDX - 9 

' points/pixel, index 
' Pixels/scroll, index 
' Dots on/off, index 
* Grid control, index 

DotslNDX = 10 
GridlNDX - 11 



FirstClearlNDX - 12 
ClearlNDX - 13 
SavelNDX - 14 

TriglNDX - 16 
TrigNone - 0 
TrigExtPos - 2 
TrigExtNeg » 3 
TrigAutoPos - 4 
TrigAutoNeg » 5 
TrigNormPos - 8 
TrigNormNeg - 9 

TrOfflNDX - 17 
TrDevTylNDX - 18 
TrThreshlNDX - 19 

IntTasklNDX - 25 
IntlNSTALL - 0 
IntDelNSTALL - 1 
IntSTATUS - 2 
IntTickslNDX - 24 

FileNamelNDX - 26 
SpoollNDX - 27 
SpOut >= 0 
Spin = 1 
DELETEFILE -2 
SpAllocate - 3 
DrivelNDX - 28 
SpPtsHilNDX - 31 
SpPtsLolNDX - 32 
SpLpsHilNDX - 33 
SpLpsLolNDX - 34 
SpChanlNDX - 35 
SpPerHilNDx - 36 
SpPerLolNDX - 37 
SpTimeHilNDX - 38 
SpTimeLolNDX - 39 

DigLoopsLowlNDX > 40 
DigLoopsHilNDX -41 

* First Clear, index 
' Clear, index 
' Save in memory, index 

' Trigger control, index 
' No trigger 
' External trigger, positive edge 
' External trigger, negative edge 
' Auto-trigger, positive edge 
' Auto-trigger, negative edge 
' Norm-trigger, postive edge 
' Norm-trigger, negative edge 

' Trigger source offset code, index 
' Trigger source device type code, index 
' Trigger threshold level, index 

' Interrupt command, index 
' Install interrupts command 
' De-install interrupts command 
' Request interrupt status command 
' Interrupt rate, index 

' File name value, index 
' Spool Command, index 
' Spool out command 
' Spool in command 

' Delete file command 
' Allocate space on hard disk for file 

' Hard disk SCSI address, Index 
' Spool points high value, Index 
' Spool points Low value, Index 
' Spool loops high value, Index 
' Spool loops low value, Index 
' Number of channels spooled, Index 
' Sample period high value. Index 
' Sample period low value, Index 
' Spool time high value, Index 
' Spool time low value, Index 

Digitize's Loops low, index 
Digitize's Loops high, index 

PtsHilNDX = 48 * Points high, index 
PtsLowlNDX - 49 ' Points low, index 



LoopsHilNDX -51 
LoopsLowlNDX - 50 
TicksTolNDX - 52 

' Loops high, index 
' Loops low, index 

1 Ticks till interrupt, index 

MinPerMultlNDX = 
MinPerlNDX - 55 

54 ' Minimum sample period value multiplier, index 
' Minimum sample period value, index 

REM Note that the following code 
FOR n - 0 TO 7 

ChDrawlNDX(n) - 319 + n*64 
ChLeftlNDX(n) « 256 + n*64 
ChRightlNDX(n) - 257 + n*64 
ChToplNDX(n) - 258 + n*64 
ChBotlNDX(n) - 259 + n*64 
ChTPVINDX(n) « 266 + n*64 
ChBPVINDX(n) - 267 + n*64 
ChGridDxlNDX(n) - 286 + n*64 
ChGridDylNDX(n) •= 287 + n*64 

NEXT n 
RETURN 

loads 9 arrays with 8 values each 

' Channel on/off control, Index 
' Display region left pixel coord, Index 
' Display region Right pixel coord, Index 
' Display region Top pixel coord, Index 
' Display region Bottom pixel coord. Index 
' Display region top plot value, Index 
' Display region bottom plot value, Index 
' Grid horizontal displacement value, Index 
' Grid vertical displacement value, Index 
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DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAM LISTING 

Subroutines are modified versions of those provided in the 
MacADIOS II Software Series Instruction Manual by GW 

Instruments, Inc. (Modifications were implemented by Dr. William 
A. Scott, Department of Pediatrics, University Medical Center, 
Tucson, Arizona-see Reference (9) for additional information) 



LIBRARY "DataManipulation Interface" 
a=0:b%»0:t%-0:f%=0:num%=0:r=0:q-0:s-0:h%=0:g%=0:x=0:z=0:c%=0:p=o:flagt%=0 
rcc%-0:rc%-0:ec&-0:fx% - 0:disker%-0:bytes&»0:startpt&=0:dpnt& =0:bad%=0 
maxerr&=0:t!=0:sq!=0:mt!»0:r!»0:a%=0:uu!=0:std&=0:sh%-0:windiff%=0:tt!=0 
bytes& » 0:disker% «=0:p&«0:r%=0:fid%»0:ex%»0:ee%»0:scl&-0:pts&=0 
cmp%=0:thr%»1000:upb&-0:top&-0:max&»0:dpnt&=0:lt%-0:flag1%»0:endpt&-0 
tscl&«0:tsh%-0:right%»0:left%»0:winsize%-50:lpo%-0:thloc%«50 
amt%"0:z%»0:up&-0:q%»0:shst%«0:winlow%-0:cnt%».0:winhi%=0:tscal&«0:maflsh%=0 
ss%=0:x%=0:y%=0:best%»0:total&»0:nn&«0:rr%=0:pp%=0:st%»0:pstart&=0:skip%=500 
ab&=0:hin&=0:windiff%=0:tbytes&«»0:winli&=0:rr%>-0:t!=0:wid%-0:widt%»0:sta%=650 
sx#=0:sxsq#»0:xr%-0:sy#-0:sysq#-0:yr%«0:sxy#-0:rval!-0:denom#-0:numer#=0:ddd!=0 
rvaltot! - 0:rvalsq!»0:rvallo!-0:rvalhi!-0:rvalmean!-0:rvalsd!-0:rvalmin!-0:rest%-0 
fo$ - "":bl$ ~ SPACE$(155) 
DIM STATIC ekg%(29999,11),his%(29999,11),rhis%(29999,2),bhis&(2000),bhis!(2000) 
DIM STATIC qrs%(2000,40), hqrs%(2000,40),TQRS%(2000),THQRS%(2000),BND%(3),BND 
1%(3),BND2%(3),BND3%(3) 
DIM STATIC winerr&(20),TQRS1%(1200),TQRS2%(120b),diff%(220) 
DIM STATIC templ%(220),comp&(1000),zero%(650) 
DIM STATIC loct&(1000),dloc%(1000),rcof!(1000) 
BND%(0) « 5:BND%(1) - 60:BND%(2) - 185:BND%(3) = 460 
BND1%(0) = 10:BND1%(1) - 60:BND1%(2) - 110:BND1%(3) - 460 
BND2%(0) - 2Q0:BND2%(1) - 60:BND2%(2) - 380:BND2%(3) - 460 
BND3%(0) «= 130:BND3%(1) » 60:BND3%(2) - 230:BND3%(3) = 460 
TEXTSIZE (10) 
•«CLEAR SCREEN, START PROGRAM, AND LOAD FILES INTO MEMORY 
CLS 

PRINT "filename <";fo$;">"; 
INPUT a$ 
IF a$<> "" THEN fo$ ~ a$ 

f$=fo$+"ekg" 
g$=fo$+"exp.his" 
h$=fo$+"true.his" 

d$="Hard Disk" 
PRINT f$ 
CALL filelen (d$,f$,VARPTR(bytes&),VARPTR(disker%)) 
CALL bload (d$,f$,VARPTR(ekg%(0.0)),bytes&,VARPTR(disker%)) 
CALL bload (dS.gS.VARPTRJhis'/ofO.OJJ.bytes&.VARPTRCdiskerVo)) 
CALL bload (d$,h$,VARPTR(rhis%(0,0)),bytes&/10,VARPTR(disker%)) 
PRINT bytes& 

dpnt& «(bytes&/2)-1 

•«PLOT RAW DATA - SCALE IS POINTS TOTAL PLOT. COMPRESION IS ft POINTS PER PIXEL 
plotag: 

INPUT "maximum scale for plot<2000>";scl& 
IF scl&=0 THEN scl&=2000 



CALL movedata (VARPTR(his%(i%,j%)),VARPTR(hqrs%(0,amt%)),2000&) 
amt% - amt% +1 

IF amt% > 38 THEN remarsh 
ii& = i% + skip&+500 

IF ii& > 299994 THEN nextj 
i% - ii& 

nothresh: 
NEXT i% 

nextj: 
NEXT j% 

remarsh: 
tt% - 0 
CALL movedata (VARPTR(qrs%(0,tt%)).VARPTR(TQRS%(0))I2000&) 
CALL movedata (VARPTR(hqrs%(0.tt%)),VARPTR(THQRS%(0)),2000&) 
CLS 
PRINT "Number of complexes found - ";amt% 
INPUT "HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION (2SxS5)<2>";cmp% 

replot: 
IF cmp%=0 OR cmp%=1 THEN cmp%«2 
IF cmp% > 5 THEN replot 

pts& - cmp%*400:sh%=0:tscl&«scl& 

Plotagl: 
thloc% - 60 + (500-sh%)/cmp% 
left% » thloc% - 25/cmp% 
right% = left% + winsize%/cmp% 

newplot: 
CALL movedata (VARPTR(qrs%(0,tt%)),VARPTR(TQRS%(0)),2000&) 
CALL movedata (VARPTR(hqrs%(0,tt%)),VARPTR(THQRS%(0)),2000&) 
CLS:FRAMERECT VARPTR(BND%(0)) 
PENMODE(8) 
CALL grid(2,5,185,60,460,2,100,2,400) 
CALL plot(0,5,185,60,VARPTR(TQRS%(sh%)),scl&,-scl&,pts&,cmp%,2,1,0) 
FRAMERECT VARPTR(BND2%(0)) 
CALL grid(2,200,380,60.460,2,100.2.400) 
CALL plot(0,200.380,60,VARPTR(THQRS%(sh%)),scl&,-scl&,pts&,cmp%,2,1,0) 
CALL PENSIZE(2,1) 
PENMODE(IO) 
MOVETO thloc%,5 
LINETO thloc%,185 
CALL PENSIZE (1,1) 
MOVETO 5. 14: PRINT scl& 



MOVETO 10, 104: PRINT "0" 
MOVETO 5, 194: PRINT -scl& 
MOVETO 5, 204: PRINT scl& 
MOVETO 10, 294: PRINT " 0" 
MOVETO 5, 384: PRINT -scl& 
LOCATE 30,1:PRINT PTAB(48);0;PTAB(248);cmp%*200;PTAB(448);cmp%*400 
LOCATE 31,5 
PRINT "Compression - ";cmp%, "threshold - ";thr% 
LOCATE 32,5 
INPUT "WOULD YOU LIKE TO REPLOT (y or n)<n>";a$ 

IF a$ <> "y" AND a$ <> "Y" THEN thr 
LOCATE 32,5 
PRINT bl$ 
LOCATE 32,5 

stpt: 
PRINT " Startpoint for plot (0 to 500)<";sh%;V;:INPUT shst$ 

IF shst$="" THEN sh%=tsh% ELSE sh%=VAL(shst$) 
IF sh% > 500 THEN GOTO stpt 

tsh% = sh% 
LOCATE 32,5: PRINT bl$:LOCATE 32,5 
PRINT " maximum scale for plot<"tscl&">";:INPUT scl& 

IF scl&=0 THEN scl&-tscl& 
tscl& - scl& 

LOCATE 32,5: PRINT bl$:LOCATE 32,5 
INPUT " HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION (MUST BE <3)<2>";cmp% 

IF cmp%=0 THEN cmp%-2 
pts& «• cmp%*400 

IF pts& + sh% >2000 THEN pts& - 2000 - sh% 
GOTO Plotagl 

thr: 
LOCATE 32,5: PRINT bl$:LOCATE 32,5 
INPUT "Is this a good QRS complex (y or n)<n>";a$ 

IF a$ <> "y" AND a$ <> "Y" THEN tt% - tt% + V.GOTO newplot 
LOCATE 32,5: PRINT bl$:LOCATE 32,5 
INPUT "Would you like to change threshold (y or n)<n>";a$ 

IF a$ <> "y" AND a$ <> "Y" THEN windo 
INPUT "New threshold"; thr% 
GOTO rethresh 

'«WINDOW AND CURSOR MOVEMENT ROUTINES FOR IDENTIFYING REGION FOR AVERAGING 
windo: 

right% - left% + winsize%/cmp% 
MOVETO left%,5 



LINETO left%,185 
MOVETO right%,5 
LINETO right%,185 
LOCATE 31,1: PRINT bl$:PRINT bl$ 
PENMODE(IO) 
LOCATE 31,17:PRINT "Window start =" 
lpo%-sh% + cmp%*(left%-60) 

LOCATE 31,27:PRINT lpo% 
LOCATE 31.40-.PRINT "window size -" 
LOCATE 31,50:PRINT winsize% 

curmove: 
LOCATE 32,1:PRINT bl$: LOCATE 32,1 
PRINT "Would you like to change window size {current size ="; 
PRINT winsize%;"} (y or n)<n>"; 
INPUT a$ 
IF a$ <> "y" AND a$ <> "Y" THEN winsame 
LOCATE 32,1 :PRINT bl$ 
LOCATE 32.1 
PRINT "Change size to (1)=25, (2)-50, (3)-100, (4)-150, (5)=200 (1,2,3,4 or 5) <"; 
PRINT winsize%;">"; 
INPUT a$ 
IF a$ -"1" THEN winsize% - 25 
IF a$ -"2" THEN winsize% - 50 
IF a$ -"3" THEN winsize% - 100 
IF a$ -"4" THEN winsize% - 150 
IF a$ -"5" THEN winsize% = 200 
MOVETO left%,5 
LINETO left%, 185 
MOVETO right%,5 
LINETO right%, 185 
GOTO windo 

winsame: 
LOCATE 32,1 :PRINT bl$ 
LOCATE 32,1 
PRINT "Would you like to move window (y or n)<n>?"; 
a$-INPUT$(1) 
IF a$ - "y" OR a$ -"Y" THEN GOTO moveleft 
GOTO stave 

moveleft: 
LOCATE 32,1 :PRINT bl$ 
LOCATE 32:PRINT "Move window; left: <l>; fast left: <L>; right: <r>; fast right: <R>; q 

uit: <q>" 
Iml: 

LOCATE 31,27:PRINT lpo% 
keycheck: 



a$ - INKEY$:IF a$ -"" THEN GOTO keycheck 
IF (a$o"L" AND a$ <> "I") THEN Ichr 
MOVETO left%,5 
LINETO left%, 185 
IF a$ « "I" THEN left%-left%-1 
IF a$ » -L" THEN left%-left%-5 
IF left% >-60 THEN g60 
BEEP:left% -60:MOVETO 60,5:LINETO 60, 205:GOTO Iml 

g60: 
MOVETO left%,5 
LINETO left%, 185 
IF a$ - "I" THEN lpo%- lpo% - cmp% 
IF a$ - "L" THEN lpo%- lpo% - 5*cmp% 
MOVETO right%,5 
LINETO right%, 185 
IF a$ - T THEN right%-right%-1 
IF a$ - "L" THEN right%-right%-5 
MOVETO right%,5 
LINETO right%, 185 
GOTO Iml 

Ichr: 
IF (a$ <> "r" AND a$o"R") THEN Ichrl 
MOVETO right%,5 
LINETO right%, 185 
IF a$ » "r" THEN right%-right%+1 
IF a$ - "R" THEN right%=right%+5 
IF right% <-460 THEN g460 
BEEP:right% =460:MOVETO 460.5:LINETO 460, 205.GOTO Iml 

g460: 
MOVETO right%,5 
LINETO right%,185 
MOVETO left%,5 
LINETO left%, 185 
IF a$ - "r" THEN left%-left%+1 
IF a$ - "R" THEN left%-left%+5 
MOVETO left%,5 
LINETO left%,185 
IF a$ - "r" THEN lpo%- lpo% + cmp% 
IF a$ - "R" THEN lpo%- lpo% + 5*cmp% 
GOTO Iml 

Ichrl: 
IF a$ <> "q" THEN moveleft 

MOVETO left%,5 
LINETO Ieft%,185 
MOVETO right%,5 



LINETO right%,185 
GOTO windo 

stave: 
winli& » winsize% 
windiff%- 500 - lpo% 

PENMODE(8) 
CALL movedata (VARPTR(qrs%(0,tt%)),VARPTR(qrs%(0,40)),1000&) 
CALL movedata (VARPTR(qrs%(lpo%,40)).VARPTR(templ%(0)),winli&) 
cnt% = 1 
FOR z% - 1 TO 39 
CALL movedata (VARPTR(qrs%(0.40)),VARPTR(TQRS%(0)),1000&) 
CALL movedata (VARPTR(qrs%(0,tt% + Z%)),VARPTR(TQRS1%(0)),1000&) 

replot2: 
CLS 
pts& = cmp%*400 
thloc% » 60 + (500 - sh%)/cmp% 
left% - 60 + (lpo%-sh%)/cmp% 
right% - left% + winsize%/cmp% 

CLS.FRAMERECT VARPTR(BND1%(0)} 
tscal&- cnt%*scl& 

CALL grid(2,10,110,60,460,4,25,5,100) 
CALL plot(0,10,110,60,VARPTR(TQRS%(sh%)),tscal&,-tscal&,pts&,cmp%,2,1,0) 
FRAMERECT VARPTR(BND3%(0)) 
CALL grid(2,130,230,60,460,4,25,5,100) 
CALL plot(0,130,230,60,VARPTR(TQRS1%(sh%)),scl&,-scl&,pts&,cmp%,2,1,0) 
CALL PENSIZE(2,1) 
PENMODE(IO) 
MOVETO thloc%,10 
LINETO thloc%,110 
MOVETO thloc%,130 
LINETO thloc%,230 
CALL PENSIZE (1,1) 
MOVETO left%,10 
LINETO left%,110 
MOVETO left%,130 
LINETO left%,230 
MOVETO right%,10 
LINETO right%,110 
MOVETO right%,130 
LINETO right%,230 
PENMODE(8) 
MOVETO 5, 14: PRINT tscal&:MOVETO 300,20:PRINT "Averaged ";cnt%:" beats" 
MOVETO 10, 52: PRINT • 0" 
MOVETO 5, 114: PRINT -tscal& 
MOVETO 5, 134: PRINT scl&:MOVETO 300.140.PRINT "beat ";z%+1 ;7";amt% 



MOVETO 10, 172: PRINT " 0" 
MOVETO 5. 234: PRINT -scl& 
LOCATE 19,1 ".PRINT PTAB(48);sh%;PTAB(248);sh%+cmp%*200;PTAB(448);sh%+cmp 

%*400 
LOCATE 20,5 
PRINT "Compression = ";cmp%, "threshold • ";thr% 
LOCATE 21,5 
PRINT bl$ 
LOCATE 21,5 
INPUT "Change complex, plot, threshold or window?(y or n)<n> ";a$ 

IF a$ <> "y" AND a$ <> "Y" THEN skip 
LOCATE 21,5 
PRINT bl$ 
LOCATE 21,5:INPUT "Is this a good QRS complex (y or n)<y>";a$ 

IF a$ - "n" OR a$ - "N" THEN GOTO badqrs 
LOCATE 21,5 
PRINT bl$ 
LOCATE 21,5 
INPUT " Would you like to replot? (y or n)<n> ";a$ 

IF a$ <> "y" AND a$ <> "Y" THEN thr2 
INPUT "maximum scale for plot";scl& 
GOTO replot2 

thr2: 
LOCATE 21,5 
INPUT "Would you like to change threshold? (y or n)<n>";a$ 

IF a$ <> "y" AND a$ <> "Y" THEN mar2 
INPUT "New threshold"; thr% 
GOTO rethresh 

mar2: 
LOCATE 21,5 
INPUT "Would you like to change window (y or n)<n>? ",a$ 

IF a$ » "y" OR a$ • "Y" THEN remarsh 
skip: 

GOSUB Mtempl 
ss% = cnt% + 1 
CALL scale (VARPTR(templ%(0)),winli&,0,1 ,ss%,2) 

IF cnt%=9 OR z%=amt% THEN GOTO getout 
cnt% « cnt% + 1 

badqrs: 
NEXT z% 

getout: 
tt!=0:sq!-0:mt!-0:r!-0:uu!»0 

FOR x%-1 TO cnt% 
tt!-tt!+winerr&(x%) 

NEXT x% 



mt!»tt!/cnt% 
FOR y%-l TO cnt% 

r!=winerr&(y%) 
sq!=(r!-mt!)*(r!-mt!)+sq! 

NEXT y% 
uu!-SQR((sq!)/(cnt%-1)) 
std&»uu! 
PRINT "mean= "standard deviation- ";std& 
rest%=0 

"«SIGNAL AVERAGING BASED UPON EKG ALIGNMENT 
hisavg: 

FOR x%-0 TO 900 
bhis&(x%)=0 

NEXT x% 
ss%»0 

IF rest%-1 THEN l%-1 
IF rest%=0 THEN l%-10 

INPUT "Maximum Window Shift";xx% '#POINTS TO LOOK FOR BEST ALIGNMENT 
ert: 

INPUT "Error Tolerance (Standard deviations), 1 £x£3";ert% 'NOISY BEAT REJECTION 
IF (ert%<1 OR ert%>3) THEN ert 

maxerr&=mt!+ert%*std& 
PRINT "maxerr", maxerr& 
IF rest%=0 THEN l%-10 ELSE l%-2 

FOR j% = 0 TO l% 
FOR i% - 0 TO 29999 

IF j%-0 AND i%-0 THEN i%-sta% 
IF ekg%(i%,j%) < thr% THEN nothresh2 

i% - i% - 500 
IF i%<0 THEN i% - 30000 + i%:j% - j% -1 

CALL movedata (VARPTR(ekg%(i%,j%)),VARPTR(TQRS%(0)),2000&) 
IF rest%=1 THEN CALL movedata (VARPTR(rhis%(i%,j%)),VARPTR(THQRS%( 

0)),2000&) 
IF rest%-0 THEN CALL movedata (VARPTR(his%(i%,j%)).VARPTR(THQRS%(0 

)),2000&) 
ii& - i% + skip&+500 
i%-ii& 

IF ii& > 29999& THEN i% . ii& - 29999&:j% = j% +1:GOTO nothresh2 
PRINT i%,j% 
GOSUB mtempl2 

nothresh2: 
IF rest%-1 AND j%>1 THEN here 
NEXT i% 

nextj2: 
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NEXT j% 
here: 

f$="avghis"+fo$ 
CALL bsave("hard disk",($.VARPTR(bhis&(0)),4,800, VARPTR(disker%)) 
z&=0:zz&=0 

FOR z%=0 TO 899 
bhis!(z%)=bhis&(z%) 
z&-bhis&(z%) 
zz&=z&+zz& 

NEXT z% 
PRINT Z&/900 

"«FINAL PLOT OF AVERAGED WAVEFORM 
finplot: 

PRINT "INPUT TOP SCALE VALUE" 
INPUT tcl& 

PRINT "INPUT BOTTOM SCALE VALUE" 
INPUT bcl& 
CLS 
FRAMERECT VARPTR(BND%(0)) 
CALL grid(2,5,185,60,460,4,45,5,100) 
CALL plot(1,5,185,60,VARPTR(bhisl(25)),tcl&,-bcl&.800,cmp%,0,1,0) 
MOVETO 5, 14: PRINT tcl& 
MO VETO 10, 104: PRINT " 0" 
MOVETO 5, 194: PRINT bcl& 
LOCATE 15,1 :PRINT PTAB(48);0;PTAB(248);cmp%*200;PTAB(448);cmp%*400 

^MEASUREMENT CURSOR FOR FINAL WAVEFORM 
windo2: 

PENMODE(IO) 
CALL PENSIZE(1,1) 
MOVETO left%,5 
LINETO left%,185 
LOCATE 31,27:PRINT (left%-60)*cmp% 

winsame2: 
LOCATE 32,1-.PRINT bl$ 
LOCATE 32,1 
PRINT "Would you like to move window (y or n)<n>?"; 
a$-INPUT${1) 

IF a$ - "y" OR a$ ="Y" THEN GOTO moveleft2 
GOTO stave2 

moveleft2: 
LOCATE 32,1 :PRINT bl$ 
LOCATE 32:PRINT "Move window; left: <l>; fast left: <L>; right: <r>; fast right: <R> 



; quit: <q>" 
I m l 2 :  

LOCATE 31,27:PRINT (left%-60)*cmp% 
keycheck2: 

a$ « INKEY$:IF a$ - "" THEN GOTO keycheck2 
IF (a$o"L" AND a$ <> "I") THEN Ichr2 

MOVETO left%,5 
LINETO left%, 185 

IF a$ - "I" THEN left%=left%-1 
IF a$ - "L" THEN !eft%-left%-5 
IF left% >-60 THEN g602 

BEEP:left% -60:MOVETO 60,5:LINETO 60, 205:GOTO Iml2 
g602: 

MOVETO left%,5 
LINETO left%, 185 
GOTO Iml2 

Ichr2: 
IF (a$ <> V AND a$o"R") THEN Ichr12 

g4602: 
MOVETO left%,5 

LINETO left%, 185 
IF a$ = "r" THEN left%=left%+1 
IF a$ - "R" THEN left%=left%+5 

MOVETO left%,5 
LINETO left%,185 
GOTO Iml2 

Ichr12: 
IF a$ <> "q" THEN moveleft2 

MOVETO left%,5 
LINETO left%, 185 
GOTO windo2 

stave2: 
PRINT "Do you want to replot (y or n) <y>" 
INPUT a$ 

IF a$ <> "n" AND a$ <> "N" THEN CLS:GOTO finplot 
PRINT "Do you want real his (y or n) <y>" 
INPUT b$ 

IF b$ <> "n" AND a$ <> "N" THEN rest%-1 :GOTO hisavg 
PRINT "Do you want exp his (y or n) <y>" 
INPUT c$ 

IF c$ <> "n" AND a$ <> "N" THEN rest%=0:GOTO hisavg 
STOP 



Mtempl: ,«INITIAL TEMPLATE ROUTINE 
best% - 0 
total& - 0 
FOR x% - -50 TO 50 

nn& m 0 
rr% = lpo% +x% 
CALL movedata (VARPTR(qrs%(rr%,tt%+z%)),VARPTR(diff%(0)),winli&) 
CALL sub2(VARPTR(diff%(0)),VARPTR(templ%(0)),0,winli&,0) > 

FOR y% - 0 TO winsize%-1 
pp% - diff%(y%) 
nn& - nn& + pp%*pp% 

NEXT y% 
IF x% - -50 THEN total& - nn& 
IF nn& < total& THEN total& = nn&:best% = x% 

NEXT x% 
st%=25+best% 

CALL add2(VARPTR(qrs%(25,40)),VARPTR(qrs%(st%,tt% + z%)),0,900,0) 
CALL movedata (VARPTR(qrs%(lpo%,40)),VARPTR(templ%(0)),winli&) 
PRINT total&, best% 

winerr&(cnt%)=total& 
INPUT a$ 

RETURN 

mtempl2: 
best% - 0 
totals. . 0 
FOR x% = -xx% TO xx% 

nn& » 0 
rr% = lpo% +x% 

CALL movedata (VARPTR(TQRS%(rr%)),VARPTR(diff%(0)),winli&) 
CALL sub2(VARPTR(diff%(0)),VARPTR(templ%(0)),0,winli&,0) 

FOR y% » 0 TO winsize%-1 
pp% - diff%(y%) 
nn& - nn& + pp%*pp% 

NEXT y% 
IF x% - -xx% THEN total& - nn& 
IF nn& < total& THEN totals » nnS:best% » x% 

NEXT x% 
IF totalS>maxerrS THEN badbeat 

st%-25+best% 
FOR zz%-25 TO 900 

bhisS(zz%)-bhisS(zz%)+THQRS%(st%+zz%) 
NEXT zz% 

ss%=ss%+1 
badbeat: 



RETURN 
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